
     



CHARACTER CREATIONCHARACTER CREATIONCHARACTER CREATIONCHARACTER CREATION    

RaceRaceRaceRace    
Humans comprise the vast majority of the 

world’s population. Human characters begin play 

with one free Edge. 

Elven characters are the survivors of a shattered 

race that ruled the world over three thousand years 

ago. They have no connection to the Three Pillars, 

but have a natural affinity for Arcane magic. See the 

next section for full details on creating an Elven 

character. 

The Dwarves hid themselves away after the 

Sundering and have only just rejoined the world. 

They are natural masters of Creation magic, but have 

no ability with the blood magic of the Arcane 

sphere. The advantages and disadvantages of a 

dwarven character are detailed in the next section. 

Black-bloods are a savage race from the 

uncharted regions of the Western Wastes. They have 

been waging a war against the Empire and their 

Dwarven allies for thirty years – since the fall of the 

Dragon Gate. Recent events, however, point to 

something sinister driving the Black-bloods from 

their ancestral lands. 

TraitsTraitsTraitsTraits    

AttributesAttributesAttributesAttributes    

Every character starts with a d4 in each attribute, 

and has 5 points with which to raise them. Raising a 

d4 to a d6, for example, costs 1 point. You’re free to 

spend these points however you want with one 

exception: no attribute may be raised above a d12. 

SkillsSkillsSkillsSkills    

Skills are learned abilities such as Archery, Melee, 

occult knowledge, professional aptitudes, and so on. 

These are very general descriptions which cover all 

related aspects. Melee, for example, covers all types 

of swords, pole-arms, martial arts and any other type 

of close combat attack. 

You have 15 skill points to distribute among your 

skills. Each die type costs 1 point (starting at d4) as 

long as the skill is equal to or less than the attribute 

it’s linked to (listed beside the skill in parentheses). If 

you exceed the attribute, the cost becomes 2 points 

per die type. As with attributes, no skill may be 

increased above d12. 

Derived AttDerived AttDerived AttDerived Attributesributesributesributes    

Charisma is a measure of your character’s 

appearance, manner, and general likability. It’s 0 

unless you have Edges or Hindrances that modify it. 

Charisma is added to Persuasion and Streetwise 

rolls, and is used by the GM to figure out how non-

player characters react to your hero.  

Pace is how fast your character moves in a 

standard combat round. Humans walk 6” in a round 

and can move an additional 1d6” if they run. Write 

“6” on your character sheet beside the word Pace. 

This is 6” on the table-top—every inch there 

represents 2 meters in the “real world.” 

Parry is equal to 2 plus half your character’s 

Melee (2 if a character does not have Melee), plus 

any bonuses for shields or certain weapons. This is 

the Target Number (TN) to hit your hero in hand-

to-hand combat. For stats such as d12+1, add half 

the fixed modifier, rounded down. For instance, a 

Melee skill of d12+1 grants a Parry of 8 (2+half of 

d12), whereas a d12+2 gives a Parry of 9 (2+half of 

d12+2). 

Toughness is your hero’s damage threshold. 

Anything over this causes him to be rattled or worse. 

Toughness is 2 plus half your hero’s Vigor, plus 

Armor (use the armor worn on his torso). Vigor 

over a d12 is calculated just like Parry. 

 

Edges & HindrancesEdges & HindrancesEdges & HindrancesEdges & Hindrances    
Great heroes are far more than a collection of 

skills and attributes. It’s their unique gifts, special 

powers, and tragic flaws that truly make them 

interesting characters. 

Characters can take Edges by balancing them out 

with Hindrances. You’ll find a complete list of 

Edges and Hindrances later in this chapter.  

You can take one Major Hindrance and two 

Minor Hindrances. A Major Hindrance is worth 2 

points, and a Minor Hindrance is worth 1 point. 



For 2 points you can: 

• Raise an attribute one die type, or 

• Choose an Edge 

For 1 point you can: 

• Gain another skill point, or 

• Gain additional money equal to your starting 

funds (if you start with 500c, you gain an additional 

500c) 

RACESRACESRACESRACES    
All races, including humans, have a racial 

package. Where a package includes options, one 

must be chosen. 

Be sure to look over the Racial Edges section for 

further options that may further define your 

character. 

ElvesElvesElvesElves    

Racial PackageRacial PackageRacial PackageRacial Package    

Keen Senses: Elves start with a d6 in Notice and 

gain a +2 to Notice rolls involving sight. 

Primal Blood: Elves who take the Adept of the 

Arcane Edge start with one extra Arcane power. 

They also ignore the PP penalty for casting spells 

outside their own Affinity. 

Sundered: Elves may not choose Powers that do 

not have an Arcane or Artificer affinity. 

Choose one:  

• Ghetto-born: Elves who grew up in the 

ghettos near human settlements suffer a -1 

Charisma penalty when dealing with Men. 

They also suffer from the Affliction as 

detailed below. Ghetto-born elves work 

many roles as they grow up: they may start 

with a non-combat Skill at d6 (No Fighting, 

Archery, Throwing or Channel). 

• Enclave-born: The Seekers of the Enclaves 

eschew magic in their search for knowledge 

and peace; thus an Enclave-born character 

may not start play with a Magical 

Background except for Artificer. They do 

not suffer the Affliction and may start play 

with two extra Defining Interests, and 

Smarts at d6. Due to their pursuit of 

serenity, it costs double to raise combat 

Skills during character creation (Archery, 

Fighting, and Thrown). 

• Wilder-born: Unpredictable and enamored 

of the old ways, many Wilders see pursuit of 

Arcane magic as both a birthright and an 

obligation. Wilder-born characters suffer 

from the Affliction and their wild nature 

incurs a -1 Charisma penalty when dealing 

with Men. Wilder-born may start with a 

combat Skill at d6 (Fighting, Archery, 

Thrown or Channel). 

• Moss-born: Few Men have ever 

encountered one of the feral elves that dwell 

in the Eastmarch but, from time to time, 

one drifts out of the forest and into the 

lands of Men. The Moss-born suffer from 

the Affliction and their uncivilized ways 

incurs a -1 Charisma penalty when dealing 

with Men. All Moss-born elves have the 

Woodsman Edge for free and start with a 

d6 in Survival. It costs double to raise 

certain ‘civilised’ skills during character 

creation (Air Sailing, Commerce, Crafting, 

Lore (except for subjects that fit the 

background), Riding, Sailing, Streetwise). 

Afflicted: Elves that suffer from the Affliction 

have a potentially crippling addiction to magic, 

finding it difficult to stay focused when things are 

slow. The Storyteller may require a Spirit roll when 

there is little action; failure causes the elf to become 

irritable and pained. They temporarily gain the Mean 

hindrance and have a cumulative -1 to Trait rolls 

until they find some action. 

 

 

 



DwarvesDwarvesDwarvesDwarves    

RRRRacial Packageacial Packageacial Packageacial Package    

Dull Blood: Dwarves may not take powers that 

have only an Arcane Affinity. 

Reclusive: Dwarves have been hidden from the 

world for over three thousand years. In that time 

they have forgotten much of how to deal with the 

world of Men. Dwarves have a -2 Charisma penalty 

when dealing with non-Dwarves. 

Racial Enemy: Dwarves and Black-bloods have 

been at war ever since the gates of Refuge opened. 

Member of the Pack: Dwarves have an innate 

grasp of group dynamics, instinctively filling the role 

to which they are best suited. Dwarves that are 

assisting another, as part of a co-operative action, 

receive a +2 bonus to their Trait roll. 

Attuned to Creation: Dwarves who select the 

Adept of Creation Edge start with one extra Power. 

They also ignore the PP penalty for casting spells 

outside their chosen Affinity. 

HumanHumanHumanHuman    

Racial PackageRacial PackageRacial PackageRacial Package    

Versatile: Humans may select a free Edge at 

character creation. All of the normal requisites for 

the Edge must be met. 

BlackBlackBlackBlack----bloodbloodbloodblood    

Racial PackageRacial PackageRacial PackageRacial Package    

Bestial Appearance: Black-bloods have a -2 

Charisma penalty due to their features, bearing, and 

history. 

Brutish: Survival in the Western Wastes has left 

little time for Black-bloods to develop a culture of 

intellectual pursuits. Black-blood characters must 

pay double to increase Smarts during character 

creation. Furthermore they must spend two 

Advances to raise Smarts thereafter. 

Keen Sense of Smell: Black-bloods begin with 

Notice d4 and +2 to Notice rolls involving smell. 

Racial Enemy: Dwarves and Black-bloods have 

been at war ever since the gates of Refuge opened. 

Tough as Nails: Black-bloods begin with a 

starting Strength of d8 and Vigor of d6. 

Furthermore, their natural maximum Strength is 

d12+2 and they can reach this rating with normal 

Advances without applying the Professional or 

Legendary Edges. 

 

SKILLSSKILLSSKILLSSKILLS    
The following Skills are largely unchanged from 

the core rulebook, although the name may have 

been changed for flavor. 

• Notice (Smarts 

• Shooting (Agility)  

• Climbing (Strength) 

• Healing (Smarts) 

• Intimidation (Spirit) 

• Investigation (Smarts) 

• Lore (Smarts) [Knowledge] 

• Fighting (Agility)  

• Persuasion (Spirit) 

• Riding (Agility) 

• Sailing (Agility) [Boating] 

• Stealth (Agility) 

• Streetwise (Spirit) 

• Survival (Smarts) 

• Swimming (Agility) 

• Taunt (Spirit) 

• Throwing (Agility) 

• Tracking (Smarts) 

The second list is Skills that are new or modified 

from the core book. 

Air Sailing (Agility): The ability to handle and 

pilot flying dwarven airships of any size. Includes a 

basic knowledge of ordinary tasks aboard ship 

including rigging and maintaining the elemental 

engine. 

Channel (Spirit): This skill measures a 

character’s ability to control magical energy.  



Commerce (Smarts): The ability to make a profit 

from trading and other commercial activities. This is 

not the skill for fences or salesmen – they should 

invest in Persuasion – rather this is the skill of 

merchants, caravan masters, and ship captains. 

Crafting (Smarts): This skill functions in the 

same manner as the core Repair skill, but also 

encompasses the creation of new items. The length 

of time and cost of this process is at the Storyteller’s 

discretion. 

Larceny (Agility): Larceny represents a 

character’s facility with both picking locks and 

pockets. At the Storyteller’s discretion it may also be 

used for other minor criminal activities. 

Performance (Spirit): This skill represents a 

character’s ability to entertain or impress groups of 

people. The skill covers singing, public speaking, 

dancing and playing instruments. 

LanguagesLanguagesLanguagesLanguages    
There are several languages spoken in the world 

of the Three Pillars, some more commonly than 

others. See the appendices for a complete list. 

All characters begin play with two languages – 

the native tongue of their culture or region, and a 

trade tongue. Their native language starts at d8 or 

the character Smarts, whichever is higher. The 

second language starts at a d4. 

Background & Defining Background & Defining Background & Defining Background & Defining 

InterestsInterestsInterestsInterests    
A character’s background is vitally important, not 

only for breathing life into the character, but also for 

the purpose of Common Knowledge - where your 

character is from, what culture he grew up in, and 

what kind of work he did before becoming a hero 

will go a long way towards determining what you get 

a +2 on, and what you get a -2 on. 

Heroes can also have a number of Defining 

Interests, which are additional areas of focus to 

round out your character. They get a number of 

Defining Interests equal to half of their Smarts, with 

a permanent increase in Smarts resulting in a new 

area of interest. Depending upon the type of 

campaign you are running, you may be best served 

to let Defining Interests be introduced during the 

course of play. Once a Defining Interest is selected, 

it is permanent and counts towards the character’s 

total number. 

When a character’s Defining Interest comes into 

question if it is appropriate he receives a situational 

modifier of +1 for broad based (or more useful) 

interests or +2 for more specific (or less frequently 

called upon) interests. 

Example 1: A knight, a sell sword, and a 

diplomat all examine a court document and need to 

make a Common Knowledge roll to detect whether 

it is a forgery or not. The knight and the diplomat 

both have Defining Interests in calligraphy, while 

the mercenary does not. The knight gets a Common 

Knowledge roll at +2, due to his specialty. The 

mercenary, with no background knowledge of this 

topic, is at -2, while the diplomat, familiar with court 

documents due to his background, gets a +4 (+2 for 

his background and +2 for his specialty). 

Example 2: A knight, a sell sword, and a moss-

born Elf all see a banner on the horizon. The knight, 

due to his background, receives a +2 to recognize it. 

The mercenary receives no modifier, and the Elf is 

at a -2 as he’d have no familiarity, owing to his 

background. However, if the Elf had studied 

heraldry, he’d be at a +2. In essence, his book 

knowledge of heraldry trumps his background’s 

normal isolationism. 

 

HINDRANCESHINDRANCESHINDRANCESHINDRANCES    
Allergy (Minor): The character suffers -1 to 

Vigor rolls for up to an hour after exposure. 

Anemic (Minor): See core book. -2 to Fatigue 

rolls. 

Apprentice (Minor/Major): The character has 

not completed their training. Only characters with 

the Magical Background edge may take this 

Hindrance and only during character creation. They 

may not begin play with Channel or Artifice greater 

than d6. The Major version also causes the character 

to begin with 1 less power than normal. 



Arrogant (Major): See core book. Must 

humiliate opponents and challenger the ‘leader’. 

Bad Dreams (Major): The character suffers 

from constant nightmares. Any time they sleep they 

must pass a Spirit check. Failure means they must 

give up a Fate Token or suffer a -2 penalty to all 

actions until they can sleep peacefully. 

Bad Eyes (Major): See core book. -2 to attack 

and Alertness at greater than 5”. May not be taken 

by Elves. 

Bad Luck (Major): See core book. One less 

Fate Token per session. 

Big Mouth (Minor): See core book. Unable to 

keep a secret, blurts them out at the worst time. 

Blind (Major): See core book. -6 to physical 

actions, -2 to social actions. Free edge. 

Bloodthirsty (Major): See core book. Never 

takes prisoners. 

Branded (Minor/Major): The character has 

been marked in some kind of obvious fashion – 

perhaps as a criminal or slave. A minor hindrance 

causes the character to suffer a -1 Charisma penalty. 

A major hindrance may see the character 

shunned completely or even driven from an area, as 

well as increasing the penalty to -2. 

Cautious (Minor): See core book. Character is 

overly careful. 

Clueless (Minor): See core book. -1 to most 

Common Knowledge rolls. 

Code of Honor (Major): See core book. 

Character keeps her word and acts according to a 

particular code. 

Curious (Major): See core book. Character 

wants to know about everything. 

Delusional (Minor/Major): See core book. 

Character suffers from grave delusions. 

Disgraced (Major): The character was once a 

person of standing or privilege but, rightly or 

wrongly, they have fallen from grace. This disgrace is 

a matter of public knowledge and the character 

suffers a -2 Charisma penalty. They will almost 

certainly meet with derision and disgust wherever 

they go, and are likely driven by a need to clear their 

name. This Hindrance cannot be taken with Wanted, 

nor can a Disgraced character possess the Equites 

edge. 

Elderly (Major): See core book. Pace -1. 

Strength & Vigor -1 die type. Smarts skills +5 

points. 

Enemy (Minor/Major): See core book. 

Character has a recurring nemesis. 

Friend-biter (Major): The character is cursed 

with the worst luck – to the detriment of his allies. 

Whenever he rolls a 1 on his trait die to attack, 

regardless of the result on the Wild Die, the attack 

automatically hits the nearest ally in line of sight. 

Proceed as normal if there are no valid allied targets. 

Greedy (Minor/Major): See core book. 

Character is obsessed with wealth. 

Habit (Minor/Major): See core book. 

Charisma -1. Fatigue rolls when deprived of Major 

habit. 

Hard Focus (Minor): The character has spent 

too much time training her magical talent in one area 

and suffers a -2 penalty to cast spells that are not of 

her affinity, instead of the usual -1. This Hindrance 

may only be taken by characters that will have the 

Magical Background Edge. 

Hard of Hearing (Minor/Major): Alertness -2 

to hear things. Automatic failure if completely deaf. 

Heavy Sleeper (Minor): Alertness & Vigor -2 

penalty while asleep. 

Heroic (Major): See core book. Character 

always helps those in need. 

Illiterate (Minor): See core book. Character is 

unable to read or write. 

Jingoistic (Minor/Major): The character is 

convinced of the superiority of his own culture. 

Charisma -2 when dealing with foreigners. If this is 



bought as a Major hindrance, then the character’s 

Leadership edges do not apply to foreigners. 

Lame (Major): See core book. Pace -2 and 

running die is d4. 

Loyal (Minor): See core book. The character 

tries to never betray or disappoint her friends. 

Mean (Minor): See core book. Charisma -2 for 

surliness and ill-temper. 

Moon-skin (Minor): The character is overly 

sensitive to extremes of temperature. They suffer a -

2 to resist environmental heat or cold. May not be 

taken by dwarven characters. 

Oath (Minor/Major): See core book. The 

character has made a specific pledge to an 

organization or sect. 

Obese (Minor): See core book. Toughness +1. 

Pace -1. Running die d4. 

Obligations (Minor/Major): The character has 

responsibilities outside of her adventuring life. This 

could be a dependent family, a business or estate to 

manage, or an oath of fealty. How often these 

obligations intrude upon a character’s life, and the 

penalty for ignoring them, determines the severity of 

the hindrance. 

One Arm (Major): See core book. -4 to tasks 

requiring two arms. 

One Eye (Major): See core book. Charisma -1. 

Tasks requiring depth perception are at -2. 

One Leg (Major): See core book. Pace -2. 

Running die d4. Swimming -2. Tasks requiring 

mobility -2. 

Orders (Minor/Major): The character is an 

employee, servant, vassal, or otherwise oath-bound 

to a higher authority. The character’s superiors may 

issue orders that are contrary to a character’s other 

interests. 

Outsider (Minor): See core book. Charisma -2 

when dealing with dominant culture. May not be 

taken by Dwarves or Elves. 

Overconfident (Major): See core book. The 

hero believes he can do anything. 

Pacifist (Minor/Major): See core book. The 

character only fights in self-defense as a Minor. The 

character will not harm others as a Major. 

Penitent (Minor): The character has 

transgressed or sinned and must now act in a 

prescribed manner to regain his standing. 

Phobia (Minor/Major): See core book. Trait 

tests -2 or -4 when subject to the phobia. 

Poverty (Minor): See core book. Half starting 

funds. Inability to retain income. 

Slow (Major): The character is slow to react. 

Anytime they draw an initiative card higher than 10 

they must discard it and draw another until they 

draw a card of 10 or lower. 

Stubborn (Minor): See core book. The hero 

always wants his way. 

Ugly (Minor): See core book. Charisma -2 due 

to appearance. 

Vengeful (Minor/Major): See core book. 

Character holds a grudge; will kill as a Major 

hindrance. 

Wanted (Minor/Major): See core book. The 

character is a wanted criminal of some sort. A 

Wanted character cannot also be Disgraced. 

Weak Willed (Minor): The hero is apt to 

succumb easily to magic. -2 to rolls for opposing or 

resisting magic. 

Young (Major): See core book. 3 points for 

Attributes. 10 Skill points. +1 Fate Token per 

session. 

 



EdgesEdgesEdgesEdges    

Racial EdgesRacial EdgesRacial EdgesRacial Edges    

BlackBlackBlackBlack----bloodsbloodsbloodsbloods    

AttunedAttunedAttunedAttuned    

Black Blood, Novice, Spirit d8+ 

When a black-blood character spends a Fate 

Token for Extra Effort (new Setting rule) they gain a 

d10 instead of the usual d6. 

BulkyBulkyBulkyBulky    

Black-blood, Background, Brawny, Vigor d8+ 

All black-bloods are big, but some are huge; they 

can easily reach 9’ tall. Bulky adds +1 Size and +1 

Toughness. This Edge stacks with Brawny. 

CannyCannyCannyCanny    

Black-blood, Background, Smarts d6+ 

Every once in a while, a black-blood comes along 

who surprises those who expect a witless set of 

walking armor and axe. A black-blood with this 

Edge does not have to pay double to raise his 

Smarts, either at character creation or any time after 

that. 

Defender of the ClanDefender of the ClanDefender of the ClanDefender of the Clan    

Black-blood, Novice, Spirit d6+, Fighting d8+ 

A black-blood with this Edge may, as a reaction 

to a successful hit against an ally, fling himself in the 

way and take the damage instead. The player must 

elect to do this before the damage is rolled, and he 

can only do this for allies that are within half his 

Pace. If he is wounded while performing this act of 

self-sacrifice, he gains a Fate Token. This action can 

only be performed once per round. 

Improved Defender of the ClanImproved Defender of the ClanImproved Defender of the ClanImproved Defender of the Clan    

Black-blood, Veteran, Defender of the Clan, Notice d8+ 

Some black-bloods become very dedicated to the 

role of defender, and are able to unleash righteous 

fury upon their enemies. Whenever one of the 

character’s companions suffers a wound at the hands 

of an enemy, he automatically goes Berserk (as per 

the Edge). 

Mighty ConstitutionMighty ConstitutionMighty ConstitutionMighty Constitution    

Black-blood or Dwarf, Veteran, Stout 

Dwarves are renowned for their perseverance in 

the face of overwhelming odds. This Edge grants a 

+2 bonus to resist disease and poison. The character 

may make a Vigor roll to recover Wounds every 

three days instead of every five. 

Noble MienNoble MienNoble MienNoble Mien    

Black-blood, Background, Spirit d8+ 

Some black-bloods are born with an appearance 

and demeanor that defies usual preconceptions, 

making them very well received among other races 

and elevating them among their own kind. A 

character with Noble Mien does not suffer the 

Bestial Appearance Hindrance of their race. As well, 

they enjoy a +1 to their Charisma. 

PowerfulPowerfulPowerfulPowerful    

Black-blood, Novice, Wild Card 

Black-bloods have an extraordinary capacity to 

exceed the pinnacle of might and potency. This 

Edge increases the character’s Strength by one die 

type and the maximum Strength cap by +1. This 

does not count towards the normal attribute 

increases per Rank. This Edge may be taken once 

per Rank. 

RobustRobustRobustRobust    

Black-blood or Dwarf, Novice, Wild Card 

Some races have extraordinary capacity to 

exceed, the pinnacle of health and resilience. This 

Edge increases the character’s Vigor by one die type 

and the maximum Vigor cap by +1. This does not 

count towards the normal attribute increases per 

Rank. This Edge may be taken once per Rank. 

Stand FirmStand FirmStand FirmStand Firm    

Black-blood, Seasoned, Strength d8+ 

Black-bloods can be particularly difficult to 

move, knock about, or grapple. A character with this 

Edge gains a +2 to any rolls to resist being moved or 

knocked down (such as with the Push maneuver). 

They also gain +2 whenever they are on the 

defending side of any Grappling situation. 



StoutStoutStoutStout    

Black-blood or Dwarf, Novice, Wild Card 

Some races have extraordinary capacity to 

exceed, the pinnacle of health and resilience. This 

Edge increases the character’s Vigor by one die type 

and the maximum Vigor cap by +1. This does not 

count towards the normal attribute increases per 

Rank. This Edge may be taken once per Rank. 

DwarvesDwarvesDwarvesDwarves    

Mighty ConstitutionMighty ConstitutionMighty ConstitutionMighty Constitution    

Black-blood or Dwarf, Veteran, Stout 

See Black-blood Racial Edges. 

TotemTotemTotemTotem----linkedlinkedlinkedlinked    

Dwarf, Seasoned, Smarts d8+, Spirit d10+, Adept of 

Creation 

Their unique connection with the spirits of 

Creation grants Dwarves access to great stores of 

magical power. Totem-linked gives the character 5 

PP and may be taken once per Rank. 

RobustRobustRobustRobust    

Black-blood or Dwarf, Novice, Wild Card 

See Black-blood Racial Edges. 

StoutStoutStoutStout    

Black-blood or Dwarf, Novice, Wild Card 

See Black-blood Racial Edges. 

Touched by FireTouched by FireTouched by FireTouched by Fire    

Dwarf, Novice, Spirit d8+, Vigor d8+, Wild Card 

Dwarves who are Touched by Fire tend to 

display aggressive and erratic behavior, but always 

towards a purpose. This Edge grants +1 damage to 

any Fire based attacks; +2 to Crafting rolls involving 

fire; +2 to resist environmental effects caused to 

excessive heat; -1 Charisma due to the character’s 

mood swings. Any time the character gains an Edge 

from spending an Advance, the character may 

exchange this Edge for Touched by Sky, Touched 

by Stone, or Touched by Frost, but may only have 

one of these Edges at a time. 

 

Touched by FrostTouched by FrostTouched by FrostTouched by Frost    

Dwarf, Novice, Spirit d8+, Vigor d8+, Wild Card 

It is customary in Refuge for young Dwarves to 

spend a year keeping watch in the highest mountain 

passes. Some few develop a taste for the cold and 

never return to the comfort of Refuge’s 

subterranean halls. This Edge grants the character 

+1 damage to any Cold based attacks; +1 to Survival 

in mountains or snow; +2 to resist environmental 

effects caused by cold. Any time the character gains 

an Edge from spending an Advance, the character 

may exchange this Edge for Touched by Fire, 

Touched by Sky, or Touched by Stone, but may only 

have one of these Edges at a time. 

ToToToTouched by Skyuched by Skyuched by Skyuched by Sky    

Dwarf, Novice, Spirit d8+, Vigor d8+, Wild Card 

Those Dwarves that have embraced the world 

outside Refuge are said to be Touched by the Sky. 

They are possessed of a great wanderlust. This Edge 

allows the character to ignore the Reclusive racial 

Hindrance. In addition the character gains a +2 to 

Climbing, Air Sailing, and Jumping tests when on 

board a sky ship,. Any time the character gains an 

Edge from spending an Advance, the character may 

exchange this Edge for Touched by Fire, Touched 

by Stone, or Touched by Frost, but may only have 

one of these Edges at a time. 

Touched by StoneTouched by StoneTouched by StoneTouched by Stone    

Dwarf, Novice, Spirit d8+, Vigor d8+, Wild Card 

Dwarves that are Touched by Stone are hard 

working, duty bound and taciturn. This Edge grants 

+1 Toughness and +2 to Crafting rolls involving 

stone or metal. Any time the character gains an Edge 

from spending an Advance, the character may 

exchange this Edge for Touched by Fire, Touched 

by Sky, or Touched by Frost, but may only have one 

of these Edges at a time. 

ElvesElvesElvesElves    

AdroitAdroitAdroitAdroit    

Novice, Elf, Wild Card 

Elves may reach and exceed the pinnacle of grace 

and coordination easier than other races. This Edge 

increases Agility by one die type and the maximum 



cap rises by 1. This does not count as the Attribute 

increase for the Rank. Adroit may be taken multiple 

times but only once per rank. 

BrilliantBrilliantBrilliantBrilliant    

Novice, Elf, Wild Card 

Some elves have extraordinary capacity to reach 

or exceed the pinnacle of intelligence and 

perception. This Edge increases Smarts by one die 

type and the maximum cap rises by 1. This does not 

count as the Attribute increase for the Rank. 

Brilliant may be taken multiple times but only once 

per rank. 

Empowered VitaeEmpowered VitaeEmpowered VitaeEmpowered Vitae    

Elf, Seasoned, Smarts d8+, Spirit d10+, Adept of the 

Arcane 

The song of power thunders within this 

character’s veins. This edge grants 5 PP and may be 

taken once per Rank. 

PainPainPainPain----bound bound bound bound     

Elf, Seasoned, Spirit d8+, Afflicted 

Some elves wear the pain of the Affliction as a 

badge of honor. This Edge grants a free re-roll on 

any Soak roll the character makes as a result of 

spending a Fate Token. Pain-bound elves ignore 1 

point of Wound penalties. Pain-bound may not be 

taken in conjunction with Unleashed, Sin-bound or 

Wrath-bound Edges. 

Searing VitaeSearing VitaeSearing VitaeSearing Vitae    

Elf, Seasoned, Spirit d8+ 

An elf with this Edge is able to tap into the 

ancient power of the Firstborn. As a free action, the 

character suffers a Fatigue level and gains a Fate 

Token. The token must be used immediately. 

Searing Vitae may be used even if the character is 

Incapacitated. Fatigue from using this Edge requires 

at least 2 full hours of rest, per level, to recover. 

SinSinSinSin----bound bound bound bound     

Elf, Novice, Spirit d6+, Afflicted 

Many young elves seek to ease the Affliction by 

diving headfirst into all manner of vice and 

depravity. Such characters have a unique, and 

somewhat warped, view of the world, granting +2 to 

all Tests of Will. Sin-bound stacks with Strong 

Willed or similar bonuses but may not be taken in 

conjunction with Unleashed, Pain-bound or Wrath-

bound. 

Spirit SightSpirit SightSpirit SightSpirit Sight    

Elf, Novice, Spirit d8+ 

By taking an action, the character may peel away 

the mundane layers of reality, revealing the currents 

of magic beneath. Using Spirit Sight works the same 

as the Power Detect Arcana. 

Unleashed Unleashed Unleashed Unleashed     

Seasoned, Elf, Spirit d8+, Afflicted 

The character has overcome the Affliction and 

no longer suffers the Afflicted racial Hindrance. In 

addition, overcoming this great hurdle has granted 

them a +1 bonus against Tests of Will. This Edge 

may not be taken by a character that has the Pain-

bound, Sin-bound or Wrath-bound Edges. 

VenerableVenerableVenerableVenerable    

Elf, Novice, Smarts d8+, Enclave-born or Unleashed 

Most Elves do not live much longer than Men, 

many considerably shorter as they give in to the 

Affliction. Those that do may ignore the penalty for 

unskilled Trait tests. 

WrathWrathWrathWrath----boundboundboundbound    

Elf, Seasoned, Spirit d6+ 

Just under the skin of many elves lies a 

simmering pit of rage. The Wrath-bound Edge 

grants the character the Berserk Edge and the 

character may spend a Fate Token to enter that state 

at any time. Wrath-bound may not be taken in 

conjunction with Unleashed, Pain-bound or Sin-

bound. 

MenMenMenMen    

Child of the DesertChild of the DesertChild of the DesertChild of the Desert    

Human, Background, Agility d6+, Vigor d8+, 

Strength d6+, Special 

The character must be from the deserts of 

Suraya, and a member of the Bedine, Fe’din, or J’alin 

tribes. A Child of the Desert gains a +2 to resist heat 

effects and a +1 to Survival checks in desert regions. 



They may also use future Advances to take any of 

the following Edges (without needing to fulfill any 

other Requirements): Alertness, Danger Sense, 

Fleet-Footed, and Quick. 

Child of the NorthChild of the NorthChild of the NorthChild of the North    

Human, Background, Strength d6+, Vigor d8+, 

Special 

The character must be born in the North, either 

as a citizen of the Northmarch or as part of the 

barbaric northern tribes. One who is North-Born 

gains a +2 to resist cold effects of the environment 

and a +1 to Survival checks in cold and 

mountainous regions. Being North-Born grants 

access to both the Berserk and War Cry Edges. 

Finally, North-Born can take the Stout and Mighty 

Constitution Edges of the dwarves at Veteran Rank 

(Stout must be taken first). 

Child Child Child Child of the Seaof the Seaof the Seaof the Sea    

Human, Background, Agility d6+, Vigor d6+, Special 

The character must be born of a coastal, sea-

going area such as Ironhold, Slave Town, Tor 

Glimerin, or Jasper. He gains +2 to all Sailing, 

Climbing, and Swimming rolls. The bonus to 

Climbing only applies in situations where there is 

rigging available. As well, any Sea- Born Hero gains 

a +1 to all Channel, Fighting, Shooting and 

Throwing rolls whenever he’s on the deck of a 

waterborne vessel. 

Epic DestinyEpic DestinyEpic DestinyEpic Destiny    

Human, Novice, Special 

Upon taking this Edge, the human Hero can take 

one Edge regardless of Rank requirements, although 

they must meet all other requirements for that Edge. 

This Edge can be taken once per Rank. The GM 

reserves the right to deny some Edges (like Sidekick 

or Followers). 

Fast LeaFast LeaFast LeaFast Learnerrnerrnerrner    

Human, Novice, Smarts d8+ 

Many humans make up for a lack of natural 

physical powers and gifts by simply being very good 

at picking up new skills or being very good at what 

they do. The human with this Edge, when taking an 

Advance that involves skills, has one of the 

following three options:  

• Intense Focus: They may take a brand new 

skill at d4 while raising a single skill they 

have that is below its linked attribute.  

• Balancing Act: They may raise one skill 

that is at or above its linked attribute, and 

also raise a single skill that is currently 

below its linked attribute.  

• Up to Speed: They may raise three skills 

that are all currently less than their linked 

attributes. 

Note: this Edge has no effect on Character 

Creation; see the new Education and Training 

Background Edges. 

ResilientResilientResilientResilient    

Human, Novice, Luck 

A human with this Edge gains +2 on all Soak 

rolls; further evidence that something in the universe 

smiles on humans in the face of great adversity. 

Savage ChildSavage ChildSavage ChildSavage Child    

Human, Background, Agility d8+, Vigor d6+ 

Characters who have been raised in the jungles of 

the Savage Coast have adapted to survive in this 

harsh, unforgiving environment. Savage Child grants 

the character all the benefits of the Woodsman 

Edge. 

Sea DogSea DogSea DogSea Dog    

Human, Novice, Child of the Sea 

Due to experience on the rocking ships of the 

sea, the character gains the benefit of Steady Hands. 

As well, he gains +2 on Survival rolls in coastal and 

island conditions, and +2 on Streetwise rolls in port 

towns. 

SpiritualSpiritualSpiritualSpiritual    

Human, Novice, Wild Card 

The nations of Men are deeply spiritual, holding 

to strong religious principles. This Edge increases 

Spirit by one die type and the maximum cap rises by 

1. This does not count as the Attribute increase for 

the Rank. Spiritual may be taken multiple times but 

only once per rank. 



BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

AlertnessAlertnessAlertnessAlertness    

Novice 

As per core book (p32) 

AmbidextrousAmbidextrousAmbidextrousAmbidextrous    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p32) 

Arcane Background Arcane Background Arcane Background Arcane Background     

Replaced by Professional Edges 

Arcane ResistanceArcane ResistanceArcane ResistanceArcane Resistance    

Not used in this setting. Certain Powers can 

grant a similar effect. 

Improved Arcane ResistanceImproved Arcane ResistanceImproved Arcane ResistanceImproved Arcane Resistance    

Not used in this setting. Certain Powers can 

grant a similar effect. 

AttractiveAttractiveAttractiveAttractive    

Novice, Vigor d6+ 

As per core book (p32) 

Very AttractiveVery AttractiveVery AttractiveVery Attractive    

Novice, Attractive 

As per core book (p32) 

BerserkBerserkBerserkBerserk    

Novice 

As per core book (p32) 

BraveBraveBraveBrave    

Novice, Spirit d6+ 

The character with this Edge has learned to 

master their fear. Or perhaps they’re just so jaded or 

emotionally distant that they’ve lost their normal 

“fight or flight” reflex. Either way, the character has 

a +2 bonus to Spirit rolls to resist fear. 

BrawnyBrawnyBrawnyBrawny    

Novice, Strength d6+, Vigor d6+ 

As per core book (p32) 

EducationEducationEducationEducation    

Novice, Equites and/or Smarts d8+ 

Some Heroes begin life with extraordinary access 

to educational opportunities. Perhaps they attended 

a grand university or they grew up under the tutelage 

of one or more great minds. Education confers 5 

additional skill points on the Hero, but these points 

must be spent on the following: Healing, 

Investigation, or Knowledge skills. As well, a Hero 

starting with Education gets one additional language. 

EquitesEquitesEquitesEquites    / Bey/ Bey/ Bey/ Bey    

Novice, Human 

The character is a member of the upper class, if 

not actually a true noble. In the Carathan Empire 

this is a position of respect, granted by a powerful 

patron and paid for in cash and public service. A 

Bey is an inherited position from the member’s tribe; 

within this group the bey enjoys respect and service 

but this may not extend to the Satrapies as a whole. 

This Edge grants a +2 Charisma bonus to reflect 

the character’s standing and privilege, as well as the 

Rich Edge. The obligations of a minor noble can far 

outweigh the benefits however. The character may 

owe allegiance to a patron or feudal lord and they 

will have holdings and people that must be 

protected. Should the character fall into great 

disrepute or lose the favor of their patron, the 

benefits of the Edge can be lost. 

Fast HealerFast HealerFast HealerFast Healer    

Novice, Vigor d8+ 

As per core book (p33) 

Fleet FootedFleet FootedFleet FootedFleet Footed    

Novice, Agility d6+ 

As per core book (p33) 

HeirloomHeirloomHeirloomHeirloom    

Novice 

The hero starts with a special item, either passed 

down to them by family or bestowed upon them by 

a mentor or patron. There should be a clear back 

story as to how the character came into possession 

of this item. The heirloom itself will have some kind 

of special quality or be made from a special material. 

The details will need to be worked out with the 

Storyteller. 



Heirlooms are an important part of a character’s 

life and, should it be lost, the character should make 

every effort to retrieve it. 

HorsemanHorsemanHorsemanHorseman    

Novice, Agility d6+ 

“Born in the saddle” is more than a turn of 

phrase for this Hero. He learned to ride at least as 

soon as he could walk. Heroes with the Horseman 

Edge gain +2 to all Riding checks (but not when 

using Riding in place of Fighting). Additionally, a 

Horseman can mount or dismount as a free action, 

but not both in the same round. 

LinguistLinguistLinguistLinguist    

Novice, Smarts d6+ 

As per core book (p33) 

LuckLuckLuckLuck    

Novice 

As per core book (p33) 

Great LuckGreat LuckGreat LuckGreat Luck    

Novice, Luck 

As per core book (p33) 

NobleNobleNobleNoble    

Replaced by the Equites Edge. 

QuickQuickQuickQuick    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p34) 

RichRichRichRich    

Novice 

As per core book (p34) 

Filthy RichFilthy RichFilthy RichFilthy Rich    

Novice, Rich or Equites 

As per core book (p34) 

TrainingTrainingTrainingTraining    

Novice, Agility d6+, Smarts d6+ 

Some Heroes begin life with a great deal more 

training under their belt, due either to membership 

in some kind of organization which values 

proficiency, or growing up with one or more 

outstanding mentors. Training confers 4 additional 

skill points that can be spent on any skill not 

covered by the Education Edge. The Hero gains one 

additional Defining Interest as well (though this 

cannot be used for a new Language). 

 

CombatCombatCombatCombat    

Battle HardenedBattle HardenedBattle HardenedBattle Hardened    

Seasoned, Spirit d6+, Vigor d8+ 

The hero’s conditioning reflects the rigors of a 

martial career. He gets +2 to Soak rolls. 

Black ArrowBlack ArrowBlack ArrowBlack Arrow    

Seasoned, Strength d8+, Shooting d10+ 

The hero has learned how to use his full strength 

with a bow. The character calculates damage with his 

bow as Strength +d6, instead of a flat 2d6. 

Black Arrow does not work with crossbows or 

other ranged weapons—only with bows and long 

bows. 

BlockBlockBlockBlock    

Seasoned, Fighting d8+ 

As per core book (p34) 

Improved BlockImproved BlockImproved BlockImproved Block    

Veteran, Block 

As per core book (p35) 

Blood and GutsBlood and GutsBlood and GutsBlood and Guts    

Veteran, Fighting or Shooting or Throwing d10+ 

The character has seen his share of battle and 

bathed in the blood of slain foes. He has faced 

overwhelming odds and lived to tell the tale. The 

hero halves the difference between tokens when 

making an attack roll in a Mass Battle if it is negative 

(round down). 

BrawlerBrawlerBrawlerBrawler    

Novice, Strength d8+ 

As per core book (p35) 

 



BruiserBruiserBruiserBruiser    

Seasoned, Brawler 

As per core book (p35) 

Brutal StrikesBrutal StrikesBrutal StrikesBrutal Strikes    

Seasoned, Strength d8+ 

Any melee or ranged weapon the character uses 

gains +1 AP. 

Hammer of the MountainHammer of the MountainHammer of the MountainHammer of the Mountain    

Veteran, Brutal Strikes 

The characters melee or ranged weapons now 

have an additional +1 AP. 

ChargeChargeChargeCharge    

Seasoned, Fighting d10+ 

The warrior is experienced at moving across a 

large distance and getting the most effect out of 

rushing their foe. He may ignore the standard multi-

action penalty for Running when making a Fighting 

attack. He may also initiate an attack at the end of an 

All Out Move (new setting rule). 

Improved ChargeImproved ChargeImproved ChargeImproved Charge    

Veteran, Charge 

If he moved at least 1” past his normal Pace, the 

warrior gains +2 to his damage at the end of a 

Charge. 

Close FightingClose FightingClose FightingClose Fighting    

Novice, Agility d8+, Fighting d8+ 

This Edge is for skilled knife fighters and martial 

artists. Those who master such fighting forms are 

adept at turning the reach of their opponent’s 

weapon against them. Close fighters (who must be 

fighting with a knife or no weapon at all) move 

inside most weapons’ reach, adding a bonus to their 

Parry equal to the enemy weapon’s Reach +1 for 

that adversary (against a long sword with Reach 0, 

the bonus would be +1 to Parry; against a spear, 

with Reach 1, the bonus becomes a +2 to Parry). No 

bonus is granted if the foe is unarmed or is using a 

knife or similarly sized weapon. 

 

Improved Close FightingImproved Close FightingImproved Close FightingImproved Close Fighting    

Seasoned, Close Fighting 

Experienced close fighters learn how to exploit 

vital areas and weak spots for quick and lethal kills. 

The character with this Edge gets a bonus to his 

Fighting roll equal to his enemy’s Reach +1. 

Combat ReflexesCombat ReflexesCombat ReflexesCombat Reflexes    

Seasoned 

As per core book (p35) 

CounterattackCounterattackCounterattackCounterattack    

Seasoned, Fighting d8+ 

As per core book (p35) 

Improved CounterattackImproved CounterattackImproved CounterattackImproved Counterattack    

Veteran, Counterattack 

As per core book (p35) 

Dark FightingDark FightingDark FightingDark Fighting    

Novice, Fighting d8+, Notice d6+ 

By using hearing and other senses, some people 

learn how to fight in even pitch-black conditions. 

Conditions which would hinder the use of hearing 

or smell will reduce, or even negate this Edge’s 

benefits. Dark Fighting halves all Fighting, Shooting, 

and Throwing penalties for lighting conditions 

(round down). This is not cumulative with such 

abilities as Low Light or Thermal Vision, but it will 

work in utter darkness. 

Dirty FighterDirty FighterDirty FighterDirty Fighter    

Seasoned 

Some fight with honor. Some fight to win. A 

Dirty Fighter is particularly good at Trick 

maneuvers, gaining a +2 bonus with them. 

Really Dirty FighterReally Dirty FighterReally Dirty FighterReally Dirty Fighter    

Veteran, Dirty Fighter 

A master at capitalizing on every deadly 

opportunity, if the character successfully Tricks his 

opponent and spends a Fate Token, he counts as 

having the Drop on his target. 

 



DodgeDodgeDodgeDodge    

Seasoned, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p35) 

Improved DodgeImproved DodgeImproved DodgeImproved Dodge    

Veteran, Dodge 

As per core book (p35) 

ElanElanElanElan    

Novice, Spirit d8+ 

As per core book (p35) 

ExtractionExtractionExtractionExtraction    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p35) 

Improved ExtractionImproved ExtractionImproved ExtractionImproved Extraction    

Novice, Extraction 

As per core book (p35) 

First StrikeFirst StrikeFirst StrikeFirst Strike    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p35) 

Improved First StrikeImproved First StrikeImproved First StrikeImproved First Strike    

Heroic, First Strike 

As per core book (p35) 

FlorentineFlorentineFlorentineFlorentine    

Novice, Agility d8+, Fighting d8+ 

As per core book (p35) 

FrenzyFrenzyFrenzyFrenzy    

Seasoned, Fighting d10+ 

As per core book (p35) 

Improved FrenzyImproved FrenzyImproved FrenzyImproved Frenzy    

Veteran, Frenzy 

As per core book (p35) 

Ground FighterGround FighterGround FighterGround Fighter    

Novice, Agility d6+, Fighting d8+ 

The hero suffers no penalty to Parry or Fighting 

rolls while prone and may get up from a prone 

position with no movement penalty. 

Giant KillerGiant KillerGiant KillerGiant Killer    

Veteran 

As per core book (p35) 

Hard to KillHard to KillHard to KillHard to Kill    

Novice, Spirit d8+, Wild Card 

As per core book (p36) 

Harder to KillHarder to KillHarder to KillHarder to Kill    

Veteran, Hard to Kill 

As per core book (p36) 

Hold OffHold OffHold OffHold Off    

Seasoned, Strength d8+, Fighting d10+ 

The character is skilled at using the reach and 

size of a larger weapon to enhance their defensive 

posture. The Hero adds +1 to his Parry if using a 

weapon with Reach 1 or more. This is in addition to 

any bonus already granted by such a weapon. 

Improvisational FighterImprovisational FighterImprovisational FighterImprovisational Fighter    

Seasoned, Smarts d6+ 

As per core book (p36) 

Iron HornetIron HornetIron HornetIron Hornet    

Veteran, Strength d8+, Throwing d10+ 

The hero has learned special throwing 

techniques. He increases the range brackets of 

thrown weapons by 1/2/4. He also treats his 

Strength as being one die type higher (max d12+2) 

when using thrown weapons at targets within short 

range. 

Killer InstinctKiller InstinctKiller InstinctKiller Instinct    

Heroic 

As per core book (p36) 

Level HeadedLevel HeadedLevel HeadedLevel Headed    

Seasoned, Smarts d8+ 

As per core book (p36) 

Improved Level HeadedImproved Level HeadedImproved Level HeadedImproved Level Headed    

Seasoned, Level Headed 

As per core book (p36) 



LungeLungeLungeLunge    

Seasoned, Fencer or Student of Forms 

A lunge allows a swordsman to extend the reach 

of their weapon. The character gains +1 Reach to 

their weapon. They may not use this Edge with First 

Strike, Frenzy, or Sweep, and it may only be used 

with weapons appropriate to the Fencer Professional 

Edge, or by those using other swords that have 

Student of Forms. 

MarksmanMarksmanMarksmanMarksman    

Seasoned 

As per core book (p36) 

Martial ArtistMartial ArtistMartial ArtistMartial Artist    

Novice, Fighting d6+ 

As per core book (p36) 

Improved Martial ArtistImproved Martial ArtistImproved Martial ArtistImproved Martial Artist    

Veteran, Fighting d10+, Martial Artist 

As per core book (p36) 

Nerves of SteelNerves of SteelNerves of SteelNerves of Steel    

Novice, Vigor d8+, Wild Card 

As per core book (p36) 

Improved Nerves of SteelImproved Nerves of SteelImproved Nerves of SteelImproved Nerves of Steel    

Novice, Nerves of Steel 

As per core book (p36) 

Nimble StrikeNimble StrikeNimble StrikeNimble Strike    

Veteran, Improved Extraction, Agility d8+, Fighting 

d8+ 

The Hero has learned to fight with great 

dexterity — moving in and striking quickly — then 
moving away before their opponent may strike. If 

they can move at least 2” before making an attack 

against an adjacent foe, they may attack and 

withdraw from combat without the foe, or other 

adjacent opponents, receiving a free attack, and 

without requiring an Agility roll.  

The attacker is still subject to First Strike attacks 

from foes they move adjacent to with a Nimble 

Strike. 

No MercyNo MercyNo MercyNo Mercy    

All characters have access to this ability, thus the 

Edge is not used in this setting. 

Quick DrawQuick DrawQuick DrawQuick Draw    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p36) 

Riddle of SteelRiddle of SteelRiddle of SteelRiddle of Steel    

Veteran, Strength d10+, Fighting d10+ 

The character may use two-handed melee 

weapons with one hand. He may only use one such 

weapon at a time, even if he has the Ambidextrous 

or Two-Fisted Edges, though he may use an 

oversize weapon in this manner and wield a standard 

one-handed weapon simultaneously. 

Rock and Roll!Rock and Roll!Rock and Roll!Rock and Roll!    

This Edge is not used in this setting. 

Shield BreakerShield BreakerShield BreakerShield Breaker    

Seasoned, Strength d8+, Agility d8+, Fighting or 

Thrown d8+ 

The character is proficient at trapping an 

opponent’s shield or weighing it down. On a 

successful attack against an opponent with a shield, 

the hero may choose to inflict Strength damage only; 

the opponent loses the advantage of their shield 

until they take a full action to clear it. The player 

must choose which type of attack this Edge applies 

to (Fighting or Thrown) and must have a d8+ in 

that skill. The Hero may take this Edge twice to 

apply it to both kinds of attacks. 

Improved Shield BreakerImproved Shield BreakerImproved Shield BreakerImproved Shield Breaker    

Veteran, Fighting or Thrown d10+, Shield Breaker 

The hero is so adept at hindering an enemy’s 

shield that it confers a penalty to the opponent’s 

Parry equal to its normal bonus. This penalty lasts 

until the enemy takes a full action to remove the 

shield. The character may only take Improved Shield 

Breaker for attacks that they have Shield Breaker for. 

Shield ExpertiseShield ExpertiseShield ExpertiseShield Expertise    

Seasoned, Agility d6+, Fighting d8+ 

Many soldiers train in the use of weapon-and-

shield combat, but the dedicated warrior learns how 

to make a shield a very powerful tool for surviving 



combat. A character with Shield Expertise increases 

the Parry value of any shield (but not bracers) by +1. 

Shield MasteryShield MasteryShield MasteryShield Mastery    

Veteran, Shield Expertise, Two-Fisted, Fighting d10+ 

A true master with weapon-and-shield combat 

learns how to use his shield offensively while 

maintaining the defensive value of it. Shield Mastery 

allows the warrior to make an attack with his shield 

without losing the Parry bonus it confers. Medium 

shields (or less) do Str+d4 damage, while a large (or 

greater) shield does Str+d6. Multiple Action and 

Off-Hand penalties still apply. 

Shield WallShield WallShield WallShield Wall    

Seasoned, Block 

This Edge allows a hero to defend a comrade so 

long as the hero is using a medium or large shield. 

Attacks against one character adjacent to the hero 

suffer modifiers based on the hero’s shield type. If 

there are multiple heroes with this Edge adjacent to 

a character or the target has his own shield, only the 

best modifier applies. A hero adjacent to multiple 

allies must declare which one he is protecting at the 

start of his turn. 

The hero also keeps his shield modifier if he is 

attacked. 

Stance of the Hungry VoidStance of the Hungry VoidStance of the Hungry VoidStance of the Hungry Void    

Veteran, Agility d8+, Fighting d8+, Notice d8+ 

The character has the perception, skill, and agility 

to handle multiple foes. Opponents gain no Gang 

Up bonus against a hero with this Edge. 

Steady HandsSteady HandsSteady HandsSteady Hands    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p36) 

Student of FormsStudent of FormsStudent of FormsStudent of Forms    

Seasoned, 2+ Combat Edges, Smarts d6+, Fighting 

d10+ 

The hero has studied and practiced with a 

particular form of fighting and has developed an 

impressive and effective aptitude with it. The Hero 

chooses a particular weapon type — a long sword, 
spears, maces, etc. — and gains a +1 to all Fighting 

rolls made with weapons of that type. Alternately, 

the Hero may choose one of the following to apply 

Student of Forms to: Martial Artist or Fencer. 

Superior DefenseSuperior DefenseSuperior DefenseSuperior Defense    

Heroic, Block, Agility d8+ 

A character with this Edge who performs the 

Defend or Full Defense action gains a +4 to his 

Parry (instead of just +2). He also subtracts 2 from 

any ranged attacks against him this round, as well as 

adding +2 to any attempts to evade area effect 

attacks. 

SweepSweepSweepSweep    

Novice, Strength d8+, Fighting d8+ 

As per core book (p36) 

Improved SweepImproved SweepImproved SweepImproved Sweep    

Veteran, Sweep 

As per core book (p36) 

TakedownTakedownTakedownTakedown    

Seasoned, Martial Artist, Fighting d8+ 

The hero has learned how to throw or trip an 

opponent. He may use his Fighting skill instead of 

his Strength when performing a Push Maneuver. As 

well, targets are automatically Shaken on any Raise. 

Trademark WeaponTrademark WeaponTrademark WeaponTrademark Weapon    

Novice, Fighting or Shooting d10+ 

As per core book (p36) 

Improved Trademark WeaponImproved Trademark WeaponImproved Trademark WeaponImproved Trademark Weapon    

Veteran, Trademark Weapon 

As per core book (p37) 

Tricky FighterTricky FighterTricky FighterTricky Fighter    

Seasoned, Fighting d8+, Agility or Smarts d8+ 

The hero suffers no multi-action penalty when 

using a Trick in the same round as a Fighting attack. 

The player must choose which type of Trick this 

Edge applies to (Agility or Smarts) and must have a 

d8+ in that attribute. The hero may take this Edge 

twice to apply it to both kinds of Tricks. 

 



Two FistedTwo FistedTwo FistedTwo Fisted    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

As per core book (p37) 

War Cry!War Cry!War Cry!War Cry!    

Heroic or North-born, Intimidation d8+ 

Some warriors can bellow an ear-splitting, nerve-

wracking war cry that has been known to send lesser 

foes fleeing from the field. When used, the character 

may make an Intimidation roll against all targets in 

an area (as opposed to a single victim as usual). Place 

the edge of a Large Burst Template adjacent to the 

character. Every creature, friend and foe, within the 

circle must roll against the hero’s Intimidation total. 

WrestlingWrestlingWrestlingWrestling    

Novice, Martial Artist 

The hero has learned how to grapple more 

effectively. The Wrestling Edge confers a +1 on all 

opposed Agility or Strength rolls from a Grapple 

maneuver. As well, the Hero may use their Martial 

Artist damage instead of just their Strength when 

Grappling. 

Vengeful ArcherVengeful ArcherVengeful ArcherVengeful Archer    

Seasoned, Shooting d8+, Archer 

Vengeful Archer allows an archer to fire two 

arrows in his bow at once, firing both at the same 

target at a –2 modifier to the archer’s Archery dice. 

The target must be within Short range. If the attack 

is successful, both arrows hit, causing normal 

damage each. 

Vengeful Archer does not work with crossbows 

or other ranged weapons—only with bows and 

arrows. 

RRRRaging River Tranceaging River Tranceaging River Tranceaging River Trance    

Heroic, Vengeful Archer 

The archer now ignores the -2 penalty for using 

Vengeful Archer. 

 

LeadershipLeadershipLeadershipLeadership    

A Few Good MenA Few Good MenA Few Good MenA Few Good Men    

Heroic, Command, Inspire, Smarts d8+, Lore (Battle) 

d10+ 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

character knows how to get the best from the troops 

at his disposal. Once the tokens for each force have 

been calculated, the character adds one token to his 

army’s total to account for their status. 

CommandCommandCommandCommand    

Novice, Smarts d6+ 

As per core book (p37) 

Command PresenceCommand PresenceCommand PresenceCommand Presence    

Novice, Command 

As per core book (p37) 

Cry Cry Cry Cry Havoc!Havoc!Havoc!Havoc!    

Veteran, Command, Fervor, Spirit d8+, Lore (Battle) 

d10+ 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

general has an uncanny knack for knowing when to 

unleash his troops and when to hold back.  

Once per battle, during the Battle Roll Phase, the 

character may declare a charge. He must do this 

before he or his opponent rolls their Battle die. If 

the character succeeds in his roll and beats his 

opponent, his enemy loses one extra token. 

Death Before DishonorDeath Before DishonorDeath Before DishonorDeath Before Dishonor    

Veteran, Command, Hold the Line!, Spirit d8+, Lore 

(Battle) d8+ 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

character has led his army to many victories, and the 

men have come to accept retreat as a stain on their 

honor. The character gains +2 to Spirit rolls when 

rolling for Morale in a Mass Battle. 

FervorFervorFervorFervor    

Veteran, Command, Spirit d8+ 

As per core book (p37) 

 



First Among EqualsFirst Among EqualsFirst Among EqualsFirst Among Equals    

Novice, Command, Spirit d8+ 

The Hero has the strength of character that other 

heroes both admire and respect. This gives him the 

ability to influence them positively in combat 

situations. Heroes in the company of a First Among 

Equals may benefit from any other Leadership 

Edges the Hero has. These benefits may be enjoyed 

without the restriction of the normal 5” command 

radius; anyone who can see or hear the Hero with 

this Edge — and considers him a strong ally and 

inspiring figure — enjoys the other Leadership 

benefits. This only applies to Wild Cards; Allied 

Extras must still fall within the normal radius. 

Hold the Line!Hold the Line!Hold the Line!Hold the Line!    

Seasoned, Command, Smarts d8+ 

As per core book (p37) 

InspireInspireInspireInspire    

Seasoned, Command 

As per core book (p37) 

Leader of MenLeader of MenLeader of MenLeader of Men    

Veteran, Command 

As per core book (p37) 

Natural LeaderNatural LeaderNatural LeaderNatural Leader    

Novice, Command, Spirit d8+ 

As per core book (p38) 

Siege BreakerSiege BreakerSiege BreakerSiege Breaker    

Seasoned, Command, Smarts d8+, Lore (Battle) d10+ 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

hero has a good knowledge of siege warfare and can 

spot weaknesses in enemy fortifications. When he 

leads the army, the character reduces the Siege 

Bonus of any fortification his men are attacking by 1 

(to a minimum of zero). If he makes a Lore (Battle) 

roll at the start of a siege, he can increase the Siege 

Bonus penalty by an additional –1 for success and –

2 with a raise by studying and exploiting specific 

weaknesses. 

 

Siege MentalitySiege MentalitySiege MentalitySiege Mentality    

Seasoned, Command, Smarts d8+, Lore (Battle) d8+ 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

character has a strong defensive mentality and 

understands how to make the most of his 

fortification and its defenders. When he leads the 

army, he increases the Siege Bonus of any 

fortification he defends by +1. If he makes a Lore 

(Battle) roll at the start of a siege, he can increase 

this bonus by an additional +1 for success and +2 

with a raise by studying and better defending weak 

areas. 

TacticianTacticianTacticianTactician    

Seasoned, Command, Smarts d8+, Lore (Battle) d6+, 

Wild Card 

As per core book (p38) 

 

PowerPowerPowerPower    

ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications    

Novice, Lore (Magic) d8+, Channel d8+, Special 

Adepts who reach a certain level of mastery can 

learn and develop Applications that modify or 

combine powers. 

Each time this Edge is taken, the mage can select 

two Powers to receive a single Application each, or 

one Power gains two Applications. Applications are 

described below; each specific use of an effect on an 

individual Power (or discrete set of Powers, in the 

case of Linking) counts as one Application. Note the 

Rank requirements for Applications. Further uses of 

this Edge can be used to add Applications to new 

Powers, or to put additional Applications on 

previously enhanced Principles. 

Each effect added to a Power via applications 

adds +2 to the overall PP cost to cast it. For 

multiple instances (as with bolt), each instance gets 

the extra PP cost added. Thus, three 2d6 bolts cast 

with Increased Range will cost 3 PP each.  

Typically when a mage applies an Application to 

a power, he gives it a name; essentially immortalizing 

him with a specific spell which others might cast in 

the future. 



Effects 

• Area (Veteran): This effect increases the 

influence of a power. When chosen, the 

caster must select the shape of the area: 

Small Burst Template, Medium Burst 

Template, Large Burst Template, or Cone. 

Note: This does not increase the Range of 

the power, nor provides selectivity of targets. 

The caster must take the Selective or 

Increased Range Power Applications 

separately. 

• Armor Piercing (Seasoned): This effect is 

applied to any power that causes actual 

damage. One use of the effect grants an 

Armor Piercing value of 2; a second use 

makes the Armor Piercing value 4. 

• Block Armor Piercing (Novice): This 

effect, usually applied to armor or barrier, 

negates the Armor Piercing effect of any 

attack, including any Applications using the 

Armor Piercing effect above. 

• Heavy Weapon (Veteran): This effect, 

applied to a damaging power, causes the 

damage to affect structures and anything 

protected by Heavy Armor. This makes the 

power effective against castle walls, ships, 

and large monsters.  

• Increased Range (Novice): This effect 

doubles the Range of certain powers or 

grants Range to a power that is touch only. 

The base Range for a power that had none 

before is half the caster’s Spirit, with no 

Range increments. For example, applying 

this effect to bolt will change the Range to 

24/48/96, while applying it to healing, if the 

caster has a Spirit of d10, gives the power a 

maximum Range of 5. 

• Linked (Veteran): This effect allows the 

caster to create an Application that combines 

two powers into a single casting. This is the 

one case where an effect is applied to two 

powers the caster knows, instead of just one. 

Applying the effect a second time allows a 

third power to be added to the linked set. 

Unlike other Applications, Linked only costs 

one additional PP (though the added PP for 

each linked power must be taken into 

consideration; Linked spells can be very 

costly). With powers that have grossly 

variable effects (boost trait, for example), it is 

important that the Application formed from 

using this effect has a specific result (see the 

Sample Applications section). 

• No Range Penalty (Seasoned): This effect, 

applied to any power that can be used at 

Range, makes it work at no penalty 

regardless of the distance. This does not 

affect the Range of the power; that requires 

the Increased Range effect. This only affects 

the casting/targeting penalty that would 

normally be applied at greater distances. 

• Selective (Novice): This effect is generally 

used in conjunction with area effect powers 

such as burst or blast, or applied to powers 

to which the Area Power Application has 

been added. When the power is used, the 

caster determines who within Range is and is 

not affected. 

ConceConceConceConcentrationntrationntrationntration    

Seasoned, Smarts d6+, Spirit d6+, Vigor d6+ 

The hero knows how to maintain concentration 

in adverse conditions. He has a +2 bonus to resist 

disruption from any source. 

Improved ConcentrationImproved ConcentrationImproved ConcentrationImproved Concentration    

Veteran, Concentration 

As above except that the bonus is now +4 

Essence LinkEssence LinkEssence LinkEssence Link    

Seasoned, Spirit d8+, Channel d8+, Lore (Magic) d6+ 

Casters with this Edge have learned how to share 

their power with other casters to aid in the casting of 

powers, performing rituals, or crafting items. 

Each person wishing to give or receive PP must 

have this Edge for it to work. As an action, a caster 

can transfer PP by making a Channeling check; for 

each success and raise, the caster can transfer 1d4 

PP to another caster. This roll can Ace. The 

recipient must also make a Channel roll at the same 

time. This requires the casters to coordinate so they 

are going on the same initiative result. Each success 

and raise allows the recipient to roll a d4, and these 

dice can also Ace; this total indicates the maximum 

they can effectively take in this round. The received 



PP can exceed the caster’s normal total, but the 

excess fades away at a rate of one point per hour. 

Use of Essence Link is an action for both the donor 

and the recipient, but it can be combined with 

actually casting a power if the usual multi-action 

penalty is applied. 

Hard to ResistHard to ResistHard to ResistHard to Resist    

Veteran, Spirit d8+, Channel d10+, Lore (Magic) d6+ 

Some casters specialize in overcoming resistance 

to their powers, thus learning tricks and techniques 

that will bypass the usual means to defend against 

magic. The arcane caster with this Edge gains a +4 

to his casting skill for the purpose of winning an 

opposed check with the target of his magic. 

New PowerNew PowerNew PowerNew Power    

Novice 

As per core book (p38) except for the following 

addition: 

A character who takes this Edge may, instead of 

taking a completely new Power, choose two Powers 

she already knows and learn a new Affinity for those 

Powers. For example, a character who knows bolt 

(fire) and blast (fire) could choose both bolt (sky) and 

blast (ice) when taking the New Power Edge. 

Power PointsPower PointsPower PointsPower Points    

Novice 

As per core book (p38) 

Rapid RechargeRapid RechargeRapid RechargeRapid Recharge    

Seasoned, Spirit d8 

As per core book (p38) except for change to 

requirements. 

Improved Rapid RechargeImproved Rapid RechargeImproved Rapid RechargeImproved Rapid Recharge    

Veteran, Rapid Recharge 

As per core book (p38) 

Exceptional Exceptional Exceptional Exceptional Rapid RechargeRapid RechargeRapid RechargeRapid Recharge    

Heroic, Improved Rapid Recharge, Spirit d10+ 

The caster with this Edge recovers Power Points 

at a rate of one every five minutes. 

Soul DrainSoul DrainSoul DrainSoul Drain    

All casters gain this ability when they meet the 

requirements of the Edge. See the Setting Rules. 

 

PPPProfessionalrofessionalrofessionalrofessional    

AceAceAceAce    

Not used in this setting. Replaced by the Skyship 

Pilot Edge. 

AcrobatAcrobatAcrobatAcrobat    

Novice, Agility d8+, Strength d6+ 

As per core book (p38) 

Adept Adept Adept Adept     

Not used in this setting. Replaced by the Spell-

sword Professional Edge. 

Adept of the ArcaneAdept of the ArcaneAdept of the ArcaneAdept of the Arcane    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Human or Elf 

There is great power in blood and the hero is 

able to tap into it in order to manipulate reality. This 

Edge grants 10PP and three powers when it is taken. 

The character may only learn Powers that have an 

Arcane affinity. Adepts of the Arcane use the 

Channel skill (based on Spirit) to cast all of their 

powers. 

The character must choose one of the following 

Arcane affinities as their primary: Essence, Leverage, 

Perception, Quickening, or Reprisal. Powers that do 

not have their primary affinity will cost 1PP more to 

cast. 

Burnout: If they roll a 1 on their Channel skill 

die, regardless of the result on their Wild Die, they 

are automatically Shaken. This can cause a Wound). 

If they roll snake-eyes, their power bursts forth 

uncontrollably, leaving them Shaken as well as any 

allies within a Large Burst template who fail a Spirit 

roll. This can cause a Wound. 

Adept of ChaosAdept of ChaosAdept of ChaosAdept of Chaos    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Human or Dwarf 

The spirits of Chaos are fickle and ever changing. 

Those who are able to master them can become a 

powerful force of change or destruction. This Edge 

grants 10PP and three powers when it is taken. The 



character may only learn Powers that have a Chaos 

affinity. Adepts of Chaos use the Channel skill 

(based on Spirit) to cast all of their powers. 

The character must choose one of the following 

Chaos affinities as their primary: Destruction, 

Divination, Entropy, Influence, or Summoning. 

Powers that do not have their primary affinity will 

cost 1PP more to cast. 

Reality Leak: If they roll a 1 on their Channel 

skill die, regardless of the result on their Wild Die, 

they are automatically Shaken. This can cause a 

Wound). A critical failure causes the caster to 

become Shaken, which can cause a Wound, and a 

randomly selected ally gains a Minor Hindrance for 

1d4 days as Chaos spirits warp reality to suit their 

twisted, ineffable vision. The victim may make a 

Spirit roll to resist. 

Adept of CreationAdept of CreationAdept of CreationAdept of Creation    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Human or Dwarf 

Embodying the elemental forces that shape the 

world, the atavistic spirits of Creation make staunch 

friends and savage foes. Tapping into this Pillar 

grants the hero 10PP and three Powers. The 

character may only learn Powers that have a 

Creation affinity. Adepts of Creation use the 

Channel skill (based on Spirit) to cast all of their 

powers. 

The character must choose one of the following 

Creation affinities as their primary: Earth, Fire, Ice, 

Nature, or Sky. Powers that do not have their 

primary affinity will cost 1PP more to cast. 

Deadly Renewal: If they roll a 1 on their 

Channel skill die, regardless of the result on their 

Wild Die, they are automatically Shaken. This can 

cause a Wound). If they roll snake-eyes their 

companion spirits become enraged and flood the 

immediate area with elemental matter. The caster is 

immediately Shaken, which can cause a Wound), and 

everyone else under a Large Burst Template suffers 

2d6 damage. 

 

 

Adept of OrderAdept of OrderAdept of OrderAdept of Order    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Human or Dwarf 

Saint; Ancestor; Ghost; The spirits of Order have 

many names but all embody the principles of stasis, 

structure, ritual and rote, and adherence to tradition. 

This Edge grants 10PP and three powers when it is 

taken. The character may only learn Powers that 

have an Order affinity. Adepts of Order use the 

Channel skill (based on Spirit) to cast all of their 

powers. 

The character must choose one of the following 

Order affinities as their primary: Command, 

Communion, Purpose, Stasis, or Structure. Powers 

that do not have their primary affinity will cost 1PP 

more to cast. 

Faithless: If they roll a 1 on their Channel skill 

die, regardless of the result on their Wild Die, they 

are automatically Shaken. This can cause a Wound). 

A critical failure renders the Adept Shaken, which 

can cause a Wound, and any allies under a Large 

Burst Template are slowed by a surge of spirits 

attempting to restore reality. All who fail a Spirit roll 

lose 1 Pace and have a -1 penalty to all Trait rolls for 

1 hour. 

ArcherArcherArcherArcher    

Veteran, Marksman, Agility d6+, Shooting d8+ 

Archers are among the most prized common 

soldiers in any military. Those who train in advanced 

techniques learn how to master the bow in all 

conditions, and they can compensate for many 

difficulties. Archers reduce all called shot, range, and 

cover penalties by one. 

ArtificerArtificerArtificerArtificer    

Novice, Smarts d6+ 

Artifice is an emerging blend of alchemy, arcane 

blood magic, and Pillar forging. Artificers have the 

Magical Background (Weird Science) Edge, start 

with 10PP, and may select three powers when this 

Edge is taken. Artificers use the Artifice skill (based 

on Smarts) to use their devices’ powers. 

An Artificer may only select powers that have the 

Artificer affinity. Their devices share the character’s 

power points instead of each having their own pool. 



Malfunction: If an Artificer rolls a 1 on their 

Artifice roll when activating a device, it has 

malfunctioned. The character is automatically 

Shaken. This may cause a Wound. In the event of a 

critical failure, the character is Shaken as above but 

the device does the opposite of what was intended. 

A bolt power may strike the caster or an ally, for 

example; heal may cause harm – or heal an enemy. 

AssassinAssassinAssassinAssassin    

Novice, Agility d8+, Climbing d6+, Fighting d6+, 

Stealth d8+ 

As per core book (p39) 

BardBardBardBard    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Smarts d6+, two Lore (History, 

Cosmology, Theology, Politics or Heraldry) d4+, Performance 

d8+ OR Persuasion d8+ 

The bringers of news and entertainment around 

the world, Bards are a respected, though sometimes 

mistrusted, lot. They are well educated and well-

traveled, taking every opportunity to learn a new tale 

or a new piece of news. Bards are skilled orators, 

jugglers, singers, and musicians. Bards may expect 

hospitality almost anywhere they go. They also gain 

a +2 on any Knowledge checks that have to do with 

the stories and lore of the world. Bards all know 

how to play multiple instruments, sing, juggle, and 

tell good stories. They may use their Persuasion skill 

in performing such feats, and affect entire crowds in 

doing so or may use their Performance in lieu of 

Persuasion if the situation is appropriate. Finally, 

Bards enjoy a +2 Charisma among those who 

respect their gifts and knowledge. 

Beast TamerBeast TamerBeast TamerBeast Tamer    

Novice, Spirit d8+ 

The character possesses a great understanding of 

animal behavior. They have a loyal companion 

animal, typically a wolf, hound, or raptor. The beast 

is an Extra (not a Wild Card). If it should be killed, 

the hero will find and train a replacement within 2d6 

days. 

In addition, the character receives a +2 bonus to 

interactions with domesticated animals, including 

Riding and taming. 

CavalrymanCavalrymanCavalrymanCavalryman    

Seasoned, Fighting d8+, Riding d8+ 

This hero knows how to make the most of 

mounted combat. When performing a Mounted 

Charge, the Cavalryman gets a +2 on his Fighting 

roll as long as he moves at least 6” in a straight line 

before attacking. This is in addition to the normal 

+4 damage. The Hero suffers no multi-action 

penalties for doing a Mounted Charge, even if the 

mount “Runs”. The benefits of this Edge only apply 

when the hero’s mount is appropriately trained for 

combat. 

ChampionChampionChampionChampion    

Not used in this setting. Some Professional 

Edges may grant the same bonuses. 

Disciple of the Fifth TowerDisciple of the Fifth TowerDisciple of the Fifth TowerDisciple of the Fifth Tower    

Novice, Scholar, Special 

The disciples of Orwen are renowned for their 

investigations into the mysteries of the world and 

the extent of their knowledge. This Edge grants a +1 

bonus to all Lore rolls. It also grants the character 

one extra Defining Interest. This Edge may only be 

taken by characters who are formally a member of 

the Fifth Tower; it grants the character the Orders 

(Minor) hindrance if they do not already have it. 

Disciple of the First TowerDisciple of the First TowerDisciple of the First TowerDisciple of the First Tower    

Novice, Smarts d8+, Spirit d8+, Notice d8+, Special 

Priests and templars of the First Tower are not 

easily swayed by words. This Edge grants a +2 

bonus to rolls to defend against Tests of Will and 

mind control. This Edge stacks with the bonus from 

Strong Willed. This Edge may only be taken by 

characters who are formally a member of the First 

Tower; it grants the character the Orders (Minor) 

hindrance if they do not already have it. 

Disciple of the Fourth TowerDisciple of the Fourth TowerDisciple of the Fourth TowerDisciple of the Fourth Tower    

Seasoned, Smarts d8+, Spirit d8+, Persuasion d8+, 

Special 

The Order of the Fourth Tower is famed 

diplomats, ambassadors, and peace-makers. 

Disciples of Ordu are keen students of human 

nature, and gain +2 to rolls for detecting lies, 

evasions, and the motivations of others. They also 

enjoy +1 Charisma. This Edge may only be taken by 



characters who are formally a member of the Fourth 

Tower; it grants the character the Orders (Minor) 

hindrance if they do not already have it. 

Disciple of the Second TowerDisciple of the Second TowerDisciple of the Second TowerDisciple of the Second Tower    

Veteran, Vigor d8+, Fighting d8+, Special 

The martial followers of Fiann are renowned for 

standing when others fall. They gain +1 Toughness 

and +1 to Soak Rolls. This Edge may only be taken 

by characters who are formally a member of the 

Second Tower; it grants the character the Orders 

(Minor) hindrance if they do not already have it. 

Disciple of the Seventh TowerDisciple of the Seventh TowerDisciple of the Seventh TowerDisciple of the Seventh Tower    

Seasoned, Smarts d8+, Vigor d8+, Investigation d8+, 

Persuasion d6+, Streetwise d6+, Special 

The Seekers of the Seventh Tower are dispatched 

to investigate crimes that threaten the security of the 

Empire, where other means have failed. They are 

tenacious and determined. Seekers are often much 

more worldly than other priests, interpreting 

scripture to suit their own ends. Seekers have the 

benefit of the Connections Edge in any Imperial 

settlement larger than a village. This Edge may only 

be taken by characters who are formally a member 

of the Seventh Tower; it grants the character the 

Orders (Minor) hindrance if they do not already 

have it. 

Disciple of the Third TowerDisciple of the Third TowerDisciple of the Third TowerDisciple of the Third Tower    

Veteran, Strength d8+, Fighting d8+, Intimidation 

d8+, Special 

When a disciple of Liann Incapacitates an Extra 

in one blow (death must occur as a result of a single 

hit to the target, not two Shaken results), all adjacent 

allies of the victim must make a Spirit roll or be 

Shaken. If he Incapacitates an unwounded Wild 

Card in a single blow (the blow must cause 4 or 

more wounds), all Extras allied to the victim within 

sight of the hero must make a Spirit roll or be 

Panicked.  

This Edge may only be taken by characters who 

are formally a member of the Third Tower; it grants 

the character the Orders (Minor) hindrance if they 

do not already have it. 

FencerFencerFencerFencer    

Novice, Agility d6+, Fighting d8+ 

In the Surayan Satrapies, they’ve developed the 

art of fencing to a fine, disciplined, martial form. On 

the Savage Coast, the forms are much less structured 

and far more brazen. The essence is the same, 

though; masters of the scimitar, saber, or similar 

weapons become exceptionally skilled at defending 

themselves, as well as exploiting opportunities to 

place a well-aimed thrust. Fencers gain a +1 Parry 

while unencumbered and they gain a +1 to offset 

any called shot penalties. Both of these bonuses 

require them to be armed with a scimitar, saber, or 

similar light weapon. 

ForgeForgeForgeForge----mastermastermastermaster    

Novice, Smarts d10+, Craft d8+, Lore (Crafting 

related) d6+ 

The character is a natural craftsman and receives 

a +2 bonus to repair or craft items. With a raise they 

may halve the time required. 

GadgeteerGadgeteerGadgeteerGadgeteer    

Not used in this setting. 

Holy/Unholy WarriorHoly/Unholy WarriorHoly/Unholy WarriorHoly/Unholy Warrior    

Not used in this setting. Some Professional 

Edges may grant the same bonuses. 

InvestigatorInvestigatorInvestigatorInvestigator    

Novice, Smarts d8+, Investigation d8+, Streetwise d8+ 

As per core book (p39) 

JackJackJackJack----ofofofof----allallallall----tradestradestradestrades    

Not used in this setting. 

LegionnaireLegionnaireLegionnaireLegionnaire    

Novice, Strength d8+, Spirit d6+, Fighting d6+ 

The character is, or was, a soldier in the Imperial 

Legions. Members are trained to work with others in 

close combat, ensuring any fight in which they 

partake is over with quickly and efficiently. 

The hero gains an extra +1 bonus when Ganging 

Up, increasing the maximum bonus to +5 for the 

character only. The hero must be eligible for a Gang 

Up bonus to claim this benefit. At the Storyteller’s 

discretion, the hero may begin play with a chain 

shirt, short sword, and medium shield, paid for by 



the Legion. If a hero loses an item, he must pay for a 

replacement from his own funds. 

MacGyver MacGyver MacGyver MacGyver     

Novice, Smarts d6+, Crafting d6+, Notice d8+ 

As per core book (p40) 

MarineMarineMarineMarine    

Seasoned, Agility d8+, Vigor d6+, Fighting d8+, 

Dwarf 

Dwarven Marines are a terrifying foe, often 

launching themselves from the decks of their assault 

barges onto the enemy below. Marines have a +1 

bonus to Fighting rolls when aboard a sky-ship. If a 

Marine starts his turn above an opponent and moves 

at least 2” before attacking, she gains a +2 to 

damage and, if the attack is successful, the opponent 

must roll Strength against the damage inflicted or be 

knocked down. 

MentalistMentalistMentalistMentalist    

Not used in this setting. 

MerchantMerchantMerchantMerchant    

Veteran, Trader, Commerce d10+ OR Persuasion 

d10+ 

The Trader has improved his craft to masterful 

levels, making him extremely valuable to anyone 

who seeks anything of importance or quality. A 

Merchant gets a d10 Wild Die on any rolls involved 

in finding and negotiating the price of an item. If the 

optional Resource Rolls system is being used, this 

applies to all of his Resource rolls. Additionally, all 

attempts take only a half hour, or one quarter of an 

hour if he has relevant Connections where the 

transaction is taking place. 

Mr. FixMr. FixMr. FixMr. Fix----itititit    

Not used in this setting. Replaced by the Forge-

master Professional Edge. 

PilgrimPilgrimPilgrimPilgrim    

Novice, Agility d6+, Spirit d8+, Vigor d8+ 

Some of the faithful travel the world, seeking 

enlightenment or truth. During their travels they 

have become accustomed to the difficulties of life 

on the road.  The hero treats all terrain as one 

category lower when using the Overland Pace 

system. In tactical combat, he treats all terrain as 

normal ground. He still suffers other effects of the 

terrain, such as ice being slippery underfoot. 

ScholarScholarScholarScholar    

Novice, two Lore skills d8+ 

As per core book (p40) 

ScroungerScroungerScroungerScrounger 

Novice, Persuasion d6+, Streetwise d8+ 

Some people are just very skilled at knowing how 

to find what they need in an urban setting. They 

know where to look, who to talk to, and how to get 

a good deal. They can even manage good barters in 

place of having enough cash. A Scrounger can make 

a Streetwise check in any city (-2 in towns or large 

villages) to find a needed item or resource. With a 

raise, they can get an excellent deal on it, perhaps 

even getting it for “free” so long as some sort of 

trade is worked out, usually in the form of a special 

service. With two raises, they’ve managed to come 

up find the item with no strings attached (GM’s 

discretion). 

SeafarerSeafarerSeafarerSeafarer    

Novice, Agility d6+, Boating d8+, Climbing d6+ 

The seas around the known world are 

treacherous indeed, and it takes a special kind of 

person to thrive on them. Those that do are worth 

twice their weight in gold aboard a seaborne ship. 

Seafarers enjoy a +2 to Boating, as well as any 

Climbing, Survival, or Knowledge checks made in 

relation to a ship. 

Shaper of the CirclesShaper of the CirclesShaper of the CirclesShaper of the Circles    

Seasoned, Magical Professional Edge, Vigor d8+, 

Channel d8+, Survival d6+, Dwarf 

The Shapers of the Circles are guides and leaders 

renowned for their skill at delving the dark places 

beneath the mountains. They have Toughness +1. 

While underground, they have +2 to all Survival 

rolls. 

SkySkySkySky----ship Pilotship Pilotship Pilotship Pilot    

Novice, Agility d6+, Smarts d6+ 

The character has learned to navigate the skies in 

all sizes of dwarven sky-ship, from a skiff to the 



mighty dreadnaughts. The Sky-ship Pilot receives +2 

to Air-Sailing rolls, and may make Soak rolls at +2 

on behalf of any sky-ship she commands. 

SorrowfulSorrowfulSorrowfulSorrowful    

Novice, Spirit d8+, Fighting d8+, Shooting or Thrown 

d6+, Dwarf, Special 

The Circle of Sorrows is the last refuge for 

Dwarves who have nothing to look forward to but 

death. Although not suicidal, they happily lay down 

their lives for a noble cause, knowing their deaths 

will make a difference. The Sorrowful do not fear 

death and are immune to Intimidation and Fear. 

A member of the Circle of Sorrows may have 

other Connections, but only insofar as they 

represent contacts, nor favours or rewards. He may 

never join another organization. Likewise, the only 

Orders Hindrance he may take is one that applies to 

this Edge. He may be beholden to no one person, 

whether with or without the Edge (so he can’t 

accept a noble title as a reward if that title forces him 

to maintain a village, for instance; nor can he swear 

an oath to protect another character). 

SpellSpellSpellSpell----swordswordswordsword    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Fighting d8+ or Martial Artist 

There are many ways of using magic and this 

character has mastered its use in close combat. They 

may be a War-Priest of Liann, a Chaos-blade of the 

hidden cabals, a Surayan Sword-master, or a 

dwarven Songsmith. The character’s unarmed 

attacks inflict Strength+d4 damage and they never 

count as unarmed for the purposes of the Unarmed 

Defender rule. 

When this Edge is taken, the character chooses a 

Sphere of Magic (Artifice, Arcane, Chaos, Creation, 

or Order). They gain the benefits and disadvantages 

of the appropriate Adept or Artificer Edge, except 

that the character starts with only two powers and 5 

PP. 

Upon taking this Edge, and at every Rank 

afterwards the character may change the trappings of 

one of the following spells to be Self only but cast as 

a free action: aim, armour, boost/lower trait, deflection, 

healing, smite, speed. The character must still have 

learned the spell and it does not allow the casting of 

more than one spell per round. 

SwordSwordSwordSword----mastermastermastermaster    

Seasoned, Intimidate d8+, Fighting d8+, Special 

Sword-masters are protectors, lore-keepers, and 

enforcers of the law in the Surayan Satrapies. When 

they speak, they expect to be heard and obeyed. 

They receive a +2 bonus to Tests of Will that they 

initiate. It is unheard of for a Sword-master not to 

be Surayan and a follower of Order. 

ThiefThiefThiefThief    

Novice, Agility d8+, Climbing d6+, Larceny d6+, 

Stealth d8+ 

As per core book (p40) 

TraderTraderTraderTrader    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Commerce d6+ OR Persuasion 

d6+ 

There are those who have a special knack for 

traversing the roads of commerce, finding the hard-

to-find and getting the best deals for what they need. 

A Trader gains a +2 on any rolls involved in finding 

and negotiating the price for purchased items. If the 

optional Resource Rolls system is being used, this 

applies to all of his Resource rolls. 

TreeTreeTreeTree----brotherbrotherbrotherbrother    

Seasoned, Adept of Creation, Agility d8+, Vigor d8+ 

The hero suffers no penalties for moving in 

natural difficult terrain predominantly made up of 

vegetation. The hero has +1 to Channel rolls in 

areas of vegetation, such as forests and cultivated 

fields (but not typical gardens). 

In addition the character inflicts +2 damage 

against creatures that have the Plant special ability. 

WizardWizardWizardWizard    

Novice, Magical Professional Edge, Smarts d10+, Lore 

(Magic) d8+, Channel d8+ 

As per core book (p40) except for changed 

requirements. 

 



WoodsmanWoodsmanWoodsmanWoodsman    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Survival d8+, Tracking d8+ 

As per core book (p40) 

 

SocialSocialSocialSocial    

CharismaticCharismaticCharismaticCharismatic    

Novice, Spirit d8+ 

As per core book (p41) 

Common BondCommon BondCommon BondCommon Bond    

Novice, Spirit d8+, Wild Card 

As per core book (p41) 

ConnectionsConnectionsConnectionsConnections    

Novice 

As per core book (p41) 

Fast TalkerFast TalkerFast TalkerFast Talker    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Persuasion d6+ 

Sometimes it’s better to convince an enemy to 

surrender, or just walk away, or even switch sides, 

rather than just insult him and make him more 

inclined to fight. A Fast Talker can initiate a Test of 

Wills in combat with his Persuasion Skill, opposed 

by the target’s Spirit. The usual effects may be 

applied, but depending on the role-play of the 

moment, the GM may instead choose to use the 

Reaction Table from the core rules to interpret how 

the enemy responds. 

The Strong Willed Edge defends against this 

ability. A Hero with the Glib Edge can treat the use 

of this Edge as a Free Action (though what else he 

does while attempting to persuade someone will 

affect the outcome). 

 

Frightening / ImpressiveFrightening / ImpressiveFrightening / ImpressiveFrightening / Impressive    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Intimidation d6+ 

Some folks are very Frightening in their 

appearance and presence, while others project a 

highly Impressive bearing. This Edge allows the 

Hero to apply his Charisma modifier to any 

Intimidation checks; if it is negative, the Edge 

counts as Frightening (and the value is inverted as a 

bonus), while a positive modifier counts as 

Impressive. The maximum amount of modifier from 

Charisma that should be permitted for the 

Intimidation check is +4. 

GlibGlibGlibGlib    

Seasoned, Spirit d6+, Taunt d6+ 

There are those who fight as much with words as 

with steel or fists, rattling off a constant chatter full 

of jibes, insults, and wisecracks intended to keep 

their opponents off balance. These folks are capable 

of Taunts timed right before a well-placed blow. A 

Glib Hero can perform a Taunt as a Free Action. 

Strong WilledStrong WilledStrong WilledStrong Willed    

Novice, Intimidation d6+, Taunt d6+ 

As per core book (p41) 

 

WeirdWeirdWeirdWeird    

Beast BondBeast BondBeast BondBeast Bond    

Novice 

As per core book (p41) 

Beast MasterBeast MasterBeast MasterBeast Master    

Novice, Spirit d6+ 

Animals like your hero and won’t attack him 

unless he attacks them first or they are enraged for 

some reason. The character receives a +2 bonus to 

interactions with wild animals and a +1 bonus to 

damage against them. 

Note that this Edge no longer grants an animal 

companion. See Beast Tamer under Professional 

Edges. 

 

Danger SenseDanger SenseDanger SenseDanger Sense    

Novice 

As per core book (p41) 

 



FamiliarFamiliarFamiliarFamiliar    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Smarts d6+ 

The character has attracted or summoned a spirit 

in animal form as a permanent companion. 

Generally speaking, such familiars are smaller 

animals with little or no combat ability. Common 

familiars include cats, ferrets, crows and rats, 

although other animals are certainly possible.  

A familiar is fairly intelligent and can follow 

complex instructions. They have a limited capacity 

for communication with their master – sufficient to 

convey alarm, hunger, direction and general 

descriptions. 

Should a character’s familiar be killed, the spirit 

within will find another host and return to the 

character within 2d6 days. 

HealerHealerHealerHealer    

Novice, Spirit d8+ 

As per core book (p41) 

Liquid CourageLiquid CourageLiquid CourageLiquid Courage    

Novice, Vigor d6+ 

As per core book (p41) 

ScavengerScavengerScavengerScavenger    

Novice, Luck 

As per core book (p42) 

 

Wild CardWild CardWild CardWild Card    

Dead ShotDead ShotDead ShotDead Shot    

Seasoned, Throwing or Shooting d10+, Wild Card 

As per core book (p42) 

Mighty BlowMighty BlowMighty BlowMighty Blow    

Seasoned, Fighting d10+, Wild Card 

As per core book (p42) 

Power SurgePower SurgePower SurgePower Surge    

Seasoned, Channel or Artifice d10+, Wild Card 

As per core book (p42) 

LegendaryLegendaryLegendaryLegendary    

FollowersFollowersFollowersFollowers    

Legendary, Wild Card 

As per core book (p42) 

Martial Arts MasterMartial Arts MasterMartial Arts MasterMartial Arts Master    

Legendary, Improved Martial Artist, Fighting d12+ 

As per core book (p42) 

ProfessionalProfessionalProfessionalProfessional    

Legendary, d12 in affected Trait 

As per core book (p42) 

ExpertExpertExpertExpert    

Legendary, Professional in affected Trait 

As per core book (p42) 

MasterMasterMasterMaster    

Legendary, Expert in affected Trait, Wild Card 

As per core book (p42) 

SidekickSidekickSidekickSidekick    

Legendary, Wild Card 

As per core book (p42) 

Tough as NailsTough as NailsTough as NailsTough as Nails    

Legendary 

As per core book (p42) 

Improved Tough as NailsImproved Tough as NailsImproved Tough as NailsImproved Tough as Nails    

Legendary, Tough as Nails 

As per core book (p42) 

Weapon MasterWeapon MasterWeapon MasterWeapon Master    

Legendary, Fighting d12+ 

As per core book (p42) 

 

Master of ArmsMaster of ArmsMaster of ArmsMaster of Arms    

Legendary, Weapon Master 

As per core book (p42) 

 



Setting RulesSetting RulesSetting RulesSetting Rules    

Maneuvering for Maneuvering for Maneuvering for Maneuvering for 

AdvantageAdvantageAdvantageAdvantage    
This section covers modifications and additions 

to the standard Savage Worlds core rules that deal 

with movement, combat, and related situations. 

Covering the Distance: The AllCovering the Distance: The AllCovering the Distance: The AllCovering the Distance: The All    Out Out Out Out 

MoveMoveMoveMove    

There are times when heroes need to cover great 

distances quickly in order to arrive in the nick of 

time. In this setting, the All Out Move is added as a 

maneuver. When a player declares this as the hero’s 

action in a round, this is the only thing the hero can 

do (with one exception, to follow). His Pace is 

doubled, and then a “Run” die is added. This 

becomes the total distance the Hero moves on his 

turn.  

When doing an All Out Move, the hero’s Parry is 

reduced by 4 (to a minimum of 2). Anyone 

performing a ranged attack against the hero gains a 

+1 to their skill roll. The hero must move in a 

relatively straight line; minor adjustments for 

obstacles and terrain can be made, but there are no 

major turns or doubling back allowed. The 

Storyteller is the final arbiter on the path taken.  

The one action a hero can take at the end of an 

All Out Move is a Charge (if he has that Edge). His 

Fighting roll is made at -2, but he gains +4 to any 

damage he does if he hits. He must make an Agility 

roll at -2 after resolving the attack; if he fails, he ends 

the turn prone. Note: A mounted hero can use the 

All Out Move with a mount; all of the same rules 

apply. A mounted charge, using this maneuver, will 

do +8 damage (+4 from the basic Mounted Charge 

rules and the additional 4 from this option). The 

Charge Edge is not required to perform this variant, 

though the usual rules about fighting from 

horseback apply. 

It’s a SurpriseIt’s a SurpriseIt’s a SurpriseIt’s a Surprise    

Players are clever, especially when it comes to 

trying to get one over on the bad guys. The Drop 

handles the most extreme cases of getting a serious 

advantage against an enemy, but it’s just not 

appropriate to grant such a severe bonus for every 

good idea. Between the Drop and nothing, the 

Storyteller is encouraged to use the concept of 

Surprise maneuvers to reward clever play. When a 

player comes up with an action in combat that 

makes the Storyteller and other players go “Oh, 

that’s cool!”, or otherwise demands some kind of 

bonus, simply add a +2 “Surprise Bonus” to the 

action. This bonus applies to both the attack roll and 

the damage. 

For example, perhaps a very stealthy character 

spends three rounds sneaking around behind the 

main villain while the rest of the group is fighting 

him head on. The character jumps out from behind 

to attack him, but the Storyteller feels he’s too 

prepared for battle to warrant this attack gaining the 

Drop. A Surprise maneuver bonus of +2 on the 

Fighting and damage roll should do nicely to reward 

the tactical thinking and effort. 

“Bypass Skull”“Bypass Skull”“Bypass Skull”“Bypass Skull”    

There are times when a simple Called Shot to the 

head just isn’t enough. So your incredibly gifted 

archers or other precision strike fighters can take a 

base -6 (not counting additional modifiers, such as 

for helmets) to go for the eye, ear, open mouth, etc. 

of a particularly tough opponent. In doing so, not 

only is the +4 damage applied, but the target only 

gains one-half of their natural Toughness (and no 

Armor, unless it’s from the Power). 

It’s a Kind of MagicIt’s a Kind of MagicIt’s a Kind of MagicIt’s a Kind of Magic    
These setting Rules apply to the use of powers in 

Legends of the Three Pillars. 

The Deep MagicThe Deep MagicThe Deep MagicThe Deep Magic    

Casters are just as epic and heroic as anyone else 

in this setting. Sometimes, they have to reach deep 

down and draw upon power beyond their normal 

limits to cast one more spell to save the day. All 

casters except Artificers automatically gain the Soul 

Drain Edge upon achieving the standard 

requirements for the Edge. 

More for the CastingMore for the CastingMore for the CastingMore for the Casting    

In high fantasy, it’s not uncommon to find 

powers can be cast with longer durations than just a 

few seconds. As a matter of “team support,” many 

arcane caster players like to have the chance to 

“buff” their teammates with some empowering or 



protective powers. To support these ideas, there are 

two approaches to casting powers to which all 

casters have access. These are Combat Casting and 

Meditative Casting. 

Combat Casting is what all Savage Worlds players 

use. It takes an action, and most powers with any 

Duration last in terms of rounds. They can usually 

be extended at the cost of 1 additional PP per round.  

Meditative Casting allows casters to take a 

minute to cast a power instead of doing it as an 

action. Doing this extends the Duration of the 

power by a factor of ten, while still costing the same 

amount of base PP. In other words, a power that 

normally lasts three rounds would last for thirty 

rounds (three minutes) instead. As well, any PP 

spent to extend it would add another minute instead 

of a round. 

Of course, some powers have different 

Durations than the standard 3 (1/round) PP cost. 

Use the following chart to determine the extended 

Duration of a power when cast in the Meditative 

fashion. 

Base Extended 
Rounds Minutes 
Minutes 10 Minutes 
10 Minutes 100 Minutes 
Hours 10 Hours 

*via Meditative Casting 

Example: Clairvoyance has a normal duration of 3 

(1/round). Using Meditative Casting, it would last 3 

(1/minute). 

Defeat the Caster, Defeat theDefeat the Caster, Defeat theDefeat the Caster, Defeat theDefeat the Caster, Defeat the    

SpellSpellSpellSpell    

In the core rules, powers are indicated as having 

a set initial Duration, after which they are considered 

to be “maintained.” This can be interpreted to mean 

powers will continue even after a caster is 

incapacitated, until the base Duration runs out. In 

classic fantasy, however, it is generally expected that 

once you take down a villainous sorcerer, his magic 

dies with him. This is the case in Legends of the 

Three Pillars. Whenever a caster is Incapacitated, any 

of their active powers instantly end. 

For the Benefit oFor the Benefit oFor the Benefit oFor the Benefit of Our f Our f Our f Our 

HeroesHeroesHeroesHeroes    
These are additional Setting Rules that modify 

how Fate Tokens (bennies) can be used. 

NominationsNominationsNominationsNominations    

It can be very hectic and trying for a Storyteller 

to keep up with every moment and every action 

during a game. This often means missing 

opportunities to hand out Fate Tokens for great 

lines, excellent role-playing, and heroic actions in 

game. As an option, Storytellers are encouraged to 

hand out, in addition to whatever markers they 

normally use to represent Fate Tokens, a distinctive 

marker that stands as a “Nomination Chip.” Each 

player should get one of these at the beginning of 

each session. Its purpose and use is quite simple. 

Whenever that player identifies another player’s 

actions as being worthy, they can turn the chip in so 

that the player is rewarded with a bonus Fate Token. 

The Storyteller has the option of overriding this 

nomination if they feel the nomination is frivolous. 

Generally, however, the Storyteller should be hands-

off with this system, letting players liberally support 

each other. 

Give It All You GotGive It All You GotGive It All You GotGive It All You Got    

In a world where heroes are expected to do the 

impossible on a regular basis, they often need to 

push their limits. This Setting Rule, called Extra 

Effort, allows a player to spend a Fate Token to add 

a d6 to a Trait roll instead of rerolling it. This d6 can 

Ace, and its final result is added to the initial Trait 

roll. 

This may be done only once for any given Trait 

roll. It can, however, be combined with the standard 

re-roll option for Fate Tokens; if a re-roll is declared 

after using Extra Effort, the Extra Effort die is also 

re-rolled. 

A Very Palpable HitA Very Palpable HitA Very Palpable HitA Very Palpable Hit    

It is neither epic nor heroic to roll a well-timed 

hit, only to get a disastrous damage roll. As such, 

this is a setting rule that allows all Wild Cards to 

spend a Fate Token to re-roll damage; there is no 

need for the No Mercy Edge. 

 



MAGICMAGICMAGICMAGIC    
There are four spheres of magic in Legends of 

the Three Pillars – Arcane, and the Pillars, Chaos, 

Creation, and Order. Arcane magic draws upon the 

primal essence of blood, through which all magic 

flows, while Pillar magic is achieved by summoning 

spirits and binding them to the caster’s will. 

Each of the Pillars deals with spirits in a different 

manner. Creation adepts form bonds of friendship 

and mutual respect with a particular group of spirits, 

sometimes called the caster’s totem spirits. Order 

spirits are attracted to patterns or rituals, and are 

bound by Order mages through prayer and rote. 

Chaos spirits must often be tricked and coerced by a 

Magister, as they are maddening agents of change. 

Characters who wish to cast spells must possess 

either the Spell Sword or Adept Edge and the 

Channel skill.  The Channel skill is used for all 

casting rolls. 

AffinitiesAffinitiesAffinitiesAffinities    
When a character purchases the appropriate 

Edge, he must also choose an Affinity from the 

appropriate Sphere. Spells which match a character’s 

Affinity are cast with no penalty, those that do not 

match incur a +1 PP cost. 

Characters may learn any spells from their 

Sphere, not just those of their chosen Affinity. 

• Arcane: Essence, Leverage, Perception, 

Quickening, Reprisal 

• Chaos: Destruction, Divination, Entropy, 

Influence, Summoning 

• Creation: Earth, Fire, Frost, Nature, Sky 

• Order: Command, Communion, Purpose, 

Stasis, Structure 

Some spells may fall under two or more 

Affinities within the caster’s Sphere – in this case the 

caster must choose which Affinity to use at the time 

of acquiring the spell. 

Each Affinity for a power represents a unique 

spell. Thus a fire bolt is a different spell from frost. 

 

GEARGEARGEARGEAR    
This section covers the kinds of weapons, 

armour and other items that might be of interest of 

the heroes of the world. 

Most characters will begin play with 500 sesterces 

(sc), or the regional equivalent, with which to 

purchase starting equipment. The technology base 

for the world of the Three Pillars is similar to that of 

Earth’s Late Antiquity, and items that might be 

common in other fantasy games can be hard to find,  

CurrencyCurrencyCurrencyCurrency    

The coin of the realm in the Carathan Empire is 

the sesterces (sc), a small silver coin that commonly 

bears the likeness of the Emperor on one face, and a 

House sigil on the other. They are minted in Tor 

Carath and Tor Egan. Other denominations include 

the silver denarius (4 sc), and the gold aureus (100 

sc), and the copper quadran (1/16th sc). Unless 

otherwise noted, all prices in this section are in sc. 

The Surayan Satrapies have various currencies 

ranging from minted coins of precious metals, pieces 

of jade, or tokens of cured hide. For convention, the 

silver A’mai drachma is equivalent to the Carathan 

sesterces. 

AvailabilityAvailabilityAvailabilityAvailability    

Having a sack of money does not guarantee one 

can purchase goods anywhere in the world. Many 

steads and villages are self-sufficient in basic goods, 

but lack the materials, craftsmen, and desire to 

produce luxuries or expensive items. In a major city, 

on the other hand, one is likely to be able to find all 

but the rarest items. 

Most goods are rated Village (which also covers 

steads), Town, or City. On the various tables, these 

are coded as V, T, and C respectively. This is the 

minimum size settlement in which one can find 

these goods readily for sale. Special (S) refers to 

specific types of settlement, such as only being able 

to acquire Oath-bound Armour by becoming a 

member of a holy order. 

During character generation, heroes may ignore 

these codes (except for Special) —it’s assumed 

they’ve managed to acquire the goods through brave 



deeds, journeys, lucky finds, family heirlooms, and 

such like. 

Cultural & GeographicCultural & GeographicCultural & GeographicCultural & Geographic    FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors    

As well as the size of the settlement, there are 

also cultural or regional factors in play. Rather than 

presenting a detailed list of differences, core 

examples are provided for the players. As always, the 

Storyteller has the final word on what can be 

purchased where and for how much. 

Elves never embraced archery. Their ancient 

codes of war deemed such weapons to the tools of 

cowards and lesser races. As such, bows are likely to 

cost 200% or more when buying from elves. Elven 

steel is superior to that of Men and usually fetches a 

25% premium at the very least. 

Dwarves favour axes and hammers over swords 

and spears. Such weapons cost 75% of normal when 

buying in a dwarven stead. Dwarven steel is superior 

to that of Men and usually fetches a 25% premium 

at the very least. 

Plate armour is exceedingly rare in any location 

or culture due to the secrets of its construction being 

lost to the ages. 

Buying GoodsBuying GoodsBuying GoodsBuying Goods    

The availability codes are general indicators for 

the Storyteller to show what goods and services are 

available in a given settlement. Small settlements 

may lack the craftsmen, raw materials, or market for 

certain items. Of course, if there is a craftsman of 

the appropriate sort, they’ll likely be able to make 

items—if one has the money and is prepared to wait. 

As a rule of thumb, apply a -2 modifier to a Trait 

test to locate an item for each step down the 

location is from the item. 

City items in a town or town items in a village 

cost 50% more than normal, when they are available. 

City items in a village cost twice as much as normal, 

if available. Special goods can only very rarely be 

purchased outside the described location. 

Selling GoodsSelling GoodsSelling GoodsSelling Goods    

Adventurers often come into a fair amount of 

treasure. Gems and jewelry are easy enough to sell or 

trade, but unloading more mundane items such as 

swords, armor, and even ships can be a bit trickier. 

One or two items can sometimes be sold at near 

full-price if the right buyer can be found, but no 

merchant pays full price for such items. 

A Commerce roll in any settlement allows a seller 

to unload all of his mundane treasure for a quarter 

its normal value. A raise finds a buyer who will take 

it all for half the list price. This roll may only be 

attempted once per week per settlement. 

Special MaterialsSpecial MaterialsSpecial MaterialsSpecial Materials    

Certain materials provide objects with seemingly 

magical powers. Such items, while available for sale, 

are rarer than hen’s teeth, hence their high price. 

Availability is at the Storyteller’s discretion. 

The materials are adamantium, soul-steel, deep 

silver, ironwood and dragon bone. All require the 

attentions of a master craftsman, special tools, and 

magical preparation in order to be made into useful 

artifacts. 

Related to the magical materials are the special 

processes known as Pillar-forging, whereby the 

essence of a spirit is bound to the item during the 

crafting process. Pillar-forging includes the secrets of 

the Blood Anvils practiced by Elven wilders. 

Armour & WaterArmour & WaterArmour & WaterArmour & Water    

Armor is particularly dangerous in water. 

Subtract your armor’s bonus from all Swimming 

rolls. This is in addition to any penalties from the 

armor’s weight. Ignore magical bonuses, considering 

only the bonus of a basic suit of that type. A suit of 

leather, for example, adds +2 to the user’s 

Toughness, and so subtracts –2 from his Swimming 

rolls. 

Donning ArmourDonning ArmourDonning ArmourDonning Armour    

Typically, it takes around five minutes to 

properly fit a set of leather armour or a chain shirt. 

Ten minutes is required for heavier armour, 

including hauberks and greaves or cuirass. Lamellar, 

laminar and plate armour take at least half an hour. 

Discarding ArmourDiscarding ArmourDiscarding ArmourDiscarding Armour    

Discarding armor requires a number of rounds 

equal to twice the highest piece of armor’s bonus. 

Discarding lamellar armour, for example, takes six 

full rounds. Adventurers who fall into deep water 



must make a Swimming roll minus the armor’s 

bonus as well at the end of the last round or 

continue trying until successful. 

Gear NotesGear NotesGear NotesGear Notes    

The following section is important to read 

through as it contains information and new 

mechanics that may affect a character’s gear choices. 

Antler Staff: This strange looking weapon is 

nothing more than a standard staff with stag 

antlers attached to one end. The splayed prongs 

provide a bonus to Parry, and give the attacker a 

+1 bonus when using the weapon to Disarm. In 

addition, attackers ignore one point of Gang Up 

bonus because of the width of the prongs. 

AP (Armour Piercing): The weapon negates a 

number of points of armour equal to its AP 

rating. AP has no effect on a creature’s natural 

Toughness, although it will help against natural 

armour, and the Armour spell. 

Bear Claw: Used primarily by the certain natives 

of the Savage Coast and a few wild Cartesian 

tribes, a bear claw is made from an actual bear’s 

forepaw. The claws are left attached to the skin 

and sharpened. The forearm part is reinforced 

with thick hide, which allows the wearer to parry 

blows. The wearer also gets +1 Climbing, but 

cannot use the hand to pick up or hold other 

objects, including shields, while the glove is 

worn. The glove still aids parrying even if the 

claws break, though the restriction on holding 

objects still applies.  

Price, weight, and Climbing bonuses are for a 

single glove. Climbing bonuses stack if a hero 

wears two bear claws, but Parry bonuses do not. 

A character wearing a bear claw cannot be 

Disarmed, nor does he ever count as an 

Unarmed Defender. 

Black-blood Scale: Crafted from the chitin 

plates of giant centipedes that inhabit the 

Western Wastes, this armour is inherently 

resistant to magic. The wearer of such a suit 

gains +1 to resist magical effects, and +1 

Toughness versus magical damage. Black-blood 

Scale can only be made by master craftsmen of 

the Black-blood clans – a non Black-blood 

wearing such armour is likely to face either great 

hostility or great respect from members of the 

clans. 

Chain-mail: This armour, consisting of 

thousands of connected metal rings, offers 

significant protection to a trained warrior. Most 

commonly made from wrought-iron, chain-mail 

is the heaviest form of armour available without 

significant investment. Partial suits consist of a 

waist length shirt – called a byrnie – that often 

also covers the upper arms. Full suits add greaves 

and extend the sleeves. A hauberk is a full length 

coat that hangs past the knees, most often split 

for riding. All chain-mail is worn over a 

gambeson or padded coat.  

Chain-mail is heavy and tiresome – any rolls the 

character must make to resist Fatigue while 

wearing Chain-mail are at -1. This excludes the 

Light Chain-mail Shirt. 

Coverage: Suits of armor are rated as being 

Partial or Full. Most Partial armors provide a -2 

penalty for any called shots to bypass it, while 

Full sets normally impose a -4. This indicates the 

penalty to the attack roll (Fighting, Shooting, or 

Throwing) of anyone who wants to try and 

bypass the armor and do damage directly to the 

wearer’s Toughness. This is a nice, streamlined 

mechanic built into the armors and it also gets 

away from deciding if someone is wearing 

greaves or pauldrons.  

If someone makes a successful Called Shot after 

applying the Coverage penalty, they apply their 

damage directly to the target’s Toughness, 

completely ignoring the protection of the armor. 

They do not do any additional damage. The 

standard called shot rules found in the Savage 

Worlds core rules are still in effect and they 

complement each other nicely.  

A Partial suit of armor is considered to cover the 

torso and not much else. If someone wants to do 

a called shot against a limb, they automatically 

bypass the armor and get the Limb Shot effect. A 

shot to the vitals still goes against Partial armor 

(unless someone wants to take a -6 to their 



attack), but a headshot requires a helmet 

(described below) to defend against it.  

Full suits of armor cover the torso and 

extremities, and thus require a called shot past 

their Coverage rating to bypass. If someone really 

wants to strike a vital spot and bypass Full armor 

doing so, the cumulative penalty will be -8! 

Daiklaive: An ancient elven design, the daiklaive 

is a fearsome type of two-handed sword. 

Half-Plate: A plate cuirass with steel greaves and 

a long chain-mail byrnie, Half-plate is the 

heaviest armour available without resorting to 

exotic crafting methods and materials. It is 

expensive and extremely rare. Wearing Half-plate 

that has not been made for the character incurs a 

-1 penalty to all physical Trait tests. 

Helmets: If a character wants to wear a helmet, 

one is assumed to come with the armor they 

wear. Like armor, helmets are rated as Partial or 

Full. A Partial helm applies an added -1 to called 

shots to the head (for a total of -5) if the attacker 

wants to do a head shot that ignores armor. A 

Full helm applies a -2 penalty (for a total of -6). 

On the downside, Partial helmets apply a -1 

penalty to Notice rolls while worn, while Full 

helms apply a -2 

Lamellar Hauberk: A long coat or suit of 

armour that consists of hundreds of metal plates 

laced together into horizontal rows. Depending 

on the origin of the suit, this type of armour may 

feature mail reinforcement, or be highly 

decorated.  

Lamellar is heavy and tiresome – any rolls the 

character must make to resist Fatigue while 

wearing Lamellar are at -1. 

Laminar Cuirass: The armour of the Tower, 

laminar consists of horizontal, interlocking steel 

bands laced to a leather gambeson. It is flexible 

and grants exceptional protection. The cuirass is 

made in several sections: front and back pieces, 

and banded steel pauldrons, all of which must be 

laced together before the armour is effective. 

Laminar armour commonly includes greaves. 

Leather/Hide Armour: Typically made from 

tough leather or thick animal hides, this armour 

is cheap and easily manufactured. Partial suits are 

nothing more than a jerkin, while full suits 

consist of a long coat and leggings. While such 

armour affords great mobility, it is little 

protection against anything larger than a dagger. 

Light Chain-mail Shirt: Made from fine, steel 

links these shirts offer minimal protection. Their 

advantage lies in their concealability. It requires a 

Notice check at -2 to spot light chain when worn 

under clothes. The penalty is waived if the 

observer is alert to hidden weapons and the like, 

and it is automatically detected if a body search is 

conducted. 

Man Catcher: A Surayan innovation, the man 

catcher is a long metal pole with two wide, 

curved prongs. The opening is almost wide 

enough for a person and lined with inward facing 

spikes. The character must push it into the 

opponent, forcing the prongs open and trapping 

them inside. It is used to subdue criminals and 

keep them at arm’s length. 

Oath-bound Armour: The Sword-masters of 

Suraya and the Holy Orders of the Carathan 

Empire both make use of specially prepared 

armour. The process is a carefully guarded secret, 

but involves holy rituals that bond both the 

armour and the wearer to a set of oaths.  

Oath-bound armour encumbers less than regular 

armour of the same type and is usually ornate in 

construction. When worn by anyone other than 

the intended owner, these suits have the normal 

weight and level of protection. 

Pain-bound Leathers: Favoured by Wilders, 

both for their practicality and disturbing 

appearance, these suits of leather armour are 

inscribed with writhing Elvish script and soaked 

in the blood of the slain. It is difficult for the 

mind to process the full visual effect of such 

armour, causing observers to unconsciously look 

away or block out the memory. Pain-bound 

Leathers confer a +2 bonus to Stealth rolls, but 

suffer a -1 Charisma penalty while it is worn. 



Pillar-forged Chain-mail: These highly-prized 

and rare sets of armour are infused with spiritual 

essence during the forging process, rendering 

them nearly impervious to mundane weaponry.  

Despite the magical forging process, Pillar-forged 

chain-mail still incurs a -1 penalty to resist 

Fatigue. 

Plate Cuirass: A breast-plate and back-plate 

made from tempered steel, sometimes including 

a gorget and pauldrons. Plate armour is difficult 

to make and must be manufactured for a 

particular warrior. Wearing plate armour that was 

made for someone else incurs a -1 penalty to all 

physical Trait tests. 

Primitive Weapons: On a roll of 1 on the 

Fighting die when using a primitive weapon, 

regardless of Wild Die, the weapon breaks and is 

useless unless otherwise stated. Calculate any 

damage if the Wild Die indicated a success first. 

Reinforced Leather: Similar to leather armour, 

these suits have metal ribbing, plates, or studs 

covering their surface. While this adds to the 

weight and discomfort, it affords much greater 

protection than ordinary leathers. 

Shields: In addition to providing Parry bonuses 

in close combat, all shields (except the Tower 

Shield) provide extra Armor against ranged 

attacks that come from the front. Trying to 

bypass a shield’s Armor Protection with a ranged 

attack is done at a penalty equal to the shield’s 

Armor bonus. This penalty is cumulative with 

other called shot penalties. So if a marksman 

archer wanted to make a head shot (-4) against a 

Full helmet (-2) wearing knight with a large shield 

(-2), their total penalty would be -8. They’d best 

try to get the Drop on that man. 

Siege Maul: Designed for use by Black-blood 

hulks, this massive weapon is used for cracking 

open fortifications. The effects on a person - 

armoured or otherwise - are terrible to behold. A 

character must be Large (Size 4+) to even 

contemplate using a Siege Maul.  

Targets that become Shaken as a result of being 

struck by a Siege Maul must roll a Strength test 

against the amount of total damage (before 

Toughness & Armour) or be Knocked Down. 

Targets that suffer a Wound from a Siege Maul 

are automatically Knocked Down. Creatures that 

have the Large (or bigger) special ability are 

immune to this effect. 

Skull Flail: This weapon derives its name from 

the practice of decorating the flail heads with 

ornate carvings of skulls. It is a two-handed flail. 

Swords vs. Hammers & Axes: As a general 

rule, it seems most games slightly favor swords 

over axes and hammers. Truth is, the sword 

really was, and remains, a superior melee weapon 

in many ways. In Savage Worlds, it is difficult to 

come up with too many “nifty bits” to 

differentiate weapons, mainly because you just 

don’t want to bog down the game.  

But remember: An axe or a hammer will always 

be better than a sword for bashing open doors 

and chests! Such weapons gain +2 damage vs. all 

inanimate objects (and the barrier power), while 

bladed weapons suffer -2 damage against the 

same. 

Toothpick, Double: The toothpick is a wooden 

haft to which two saber-toothed tiger teeth, or 

spikes of a similar size, are attached. This version 

has the teeth placed at 180 degrees, allowing the 

user to reverse the weapon should one tooth 

break. On a roll of 1, only one tooth breaks, 

meaning the weapon can still be used effectively 

by reversing it. 

Toothpick, Twin: Aside from having both teeth 

attached to the same end, this weapon is identical 

to the one above. While the weapon inflicts more 

damage, a roll of 1 on the Fighting die means 

both teeth are broken. 

 


